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INTO FIERY PIT
Slide of Seven Houses Into
a Hundred Foot Hole.
PADUCAH, KY., WEDNESDAY MORNING. JANUARY 10,1906.
VOL' 22, NO. 215
the • fire department gaped op, asecond landslide occurred. Sevet-alpersons who had,
 ventured nearledge of the pit were 'early carriedOVef. Wall. It as necessary toMote' fire apparatus to.ineure itssafety, and so uncertain was the earththat the efforts
 to rescue' were great-ly retarded.
From below men entered the pit.but goetts} not get near the *reeks of4FXCAVATTON MADT the homes 'because of the. fielrith,BY DIGGERS OF CLAY. 1 tie .tratO'te pit grew so het tee',
 thaethose who sought to attack the flamesor cush in and if possible Pave somewbo might have survived the fall,could not approach the wreck.Large forces of men who work inthe brick yards by day were musteredto aid in the work of rescue, but theirefforts were ate-rain All the tenantsof the hesusee still ' standing weredriven out;
 as' the structure$.
 are inmomentary danger of following theether in the pit. The frightened ten-
ants' were cared fiat- by neighbors.
Wreckage Cnithes Mgt and Twentyos More Persons Perish, WithOthers Missing.
DISASTER WAS FEARED
BUT NOT SHUNNED.
.liaverstraw, N. Y., .Jan. 9.—At least,twenty persons are believed to haveperished in a lateanbide whiCh carriedseven tenement luntsee down into .apit, where they were burned. It isbelieved'all the miseing are dead.Firemen, reinforced by hundreds ofvolunteers, were still working desper-ately late today to subdue the flames,which were slowly but surely coneurn-ing the, bodies 4,f those wheewiththeirhomes, were carried to death in thelandslide which Occurred shortly be-fore last midnight.
There is little hnin that the vic-tims. including into. women andchildren, will ever he identified. Thelist of miseing constitute the 141Oeknown roll of dead. k, ,
Two Blocks.The landslide occurred on Rutlandstreet in the East' End Of the town,Where two blocks of houses are sup-posed to have been undermined byworkmen digging clay for brick-mak-ing The easeetrOphe occurred with-otit warning and while the victimswere asleep. 
,Seven haiiins went &mei in theeraelt, They had etehect on the brinkof a pit a hundred feet deep, andwhen the dee gave way were carriedte, the pith bottom. Those who werenot killed fn the crash nitheir homeseither escaped with meny.
 
Inntries orwere burned t /heath. in the sines.I j1which inuned.
 .1 i teens fire. Thelandeffe brok ' the water mains,phutting off 'the 'ettpply•
 pfewgreatly snip-We-hi the work fif rescese.Uteresieted the flames spread to otherbuildings, and but for. the timely ar-rival of himilreds of volunteer firefighters might have wiped out thetown, 
.
Dead and Missing.Those known to have perished are!Mr. ?')son. furniture dealer; Benj.
.Nelson, his son: Are. Silverman;
—. —. Silverman, a bey; a JewinhRabbi; Mr. and arre Cohen; fiveCohn children.
The missing include,: Mrs. Bally.two of lath Mannion family. ''entireLanny iamily and seven Hebrewlaboeere.
The landslide came gradually at11 nine. The mound, weakene I by therah. and show of the last few daynhas showed crevices near the edge ofthe strife late in the afternoon, andin the evening portions of the bankbegan.
 to give way. .
The section was not thickly popu-lated, fer;moet of the former dwellersbad left on account of fear of justthat happened. Many of the resi-dents left their houses early in theevening before-ihe flitalherlah came.The Nelsons wee. endeavoring tomove their effects and the Rabbi wasassieting them. This was • also thecase with Mrs. Silverman and her son.!Mien the nuaL slide came itcame so suddenly that dense whohad lingred in albeit' house% had ab-solmely ten opportunity to escape.The bank caved from twenty to sixtyfret within at the top and ,for a dis-tance of two blocks from the divieinnOf Jefferson tercets lengthwise. 't, . 'Aportion of rhe south side, on'Die ion
.Street, likewise fell. an e, Three- Herusii 1.14ti.r"Those who lived in three hooses atthe, end of the rew and which did* not4 go down in the Ns reek were roused' bya frightful font and (hell above elhiehcould be heeed/the shrieks of thevictims. llethe was a pltinge, saver.inn of the earth all around, and thenthere 'Was titillates. a . .1 •1"When the neighbors ruehed, half-clad, frsam their hoesee, the building
elose•to them had disappeared. Onlya gap in the cliffsidc told the story.It was veryi
 
dark, with no ,atreetlig'h'ts, and'Vost who had been nneeedwent. so wi: V wiah alarm Of their
own safety that it was several min-meg beitere arty general alarm wasgiven. 
,
'Before this could bedone the framestructurerof' fallen: , , uses hadtaken fire fr'em the s atered, coals
*c ;11._thenl, 
f 
ell stion thewho reek ; ifie , huruinnfircel#. 
_ en' riaidg ehore thside of the p1,114
 onuoN ',Iii 
.
. !iscond Slide.
As crowd hintied to the scene andi
a
UP TO GERMANY
WHETHER THERE WILL BEWAR WITH FRANCE OR
NOT.
France Is Ready to Go to Extremeste Meet Views of German
Delegates.
London, Jan. 9.—The view takenIly the British. foreign office with re-gard to the German white book onthe subject of Morocco is as follow,:The British government has neverbsen unaware of the fact that the re-specbive policies of France and Ger-many were fundamentally opposed toeach otherhand might lead to hostil-ities, therefore whether the Germanease, as published, was logical or il-logical, was a matter of email conee-quetwe compared with Germany's de-termination to thwart French policyin Morocco. It is believed, however,that the loyalty of Great Britain toFrance will prevent war.
Altered Coarse.
It is undoubtedly true that thekaiser ihanneeenehrelterecteitinand shown displeasure with PrinceBttelow. it is also known here thatPrince Bandolier, German anehassadarte France. who was always an ardentadvocate of a Franco-German entente,said on his recent return to Paris af-ter interview* with the kaiser. .Thes4sand other indications are 'held to pointto a more pacific attitude en the partof Germany, though they de not ef-fect the fundamental difficulty, viz.,aigrecognition of the French potationip Morocco.
Go to Extremes
n 
 
the other hand, the foreign of-fice learns that M. Rouvier is readyto go to extremes in meeting Gere,many's views. M. Clemeneeau, whirrecently visited London, declared tothe foreign office that France wouldconeedeeeverything gave honor, hence,despite its private knowledge ofFrance's extensive military prepare-tione, the foreign office does not be-lieve that there will he a war. SirEnlwart Gray, the foreign secretary,has informed Count Metternic'h, theserman- arribaesador in London, thatEngland would be wiping to embraneGerman frit dship. but that everk-thing depe s upon Germany's atti-nun' at the Algeciras conference.
, 
-----
Must Not DepleteBerlin Garrison.Perlin, Jan. 9 —Tile report is cur-rent that the kaiser has given ordersthat w'hat'ever t military demonstra-tions may arise, the Berlin garrisonof ;25.noo mert,is t.to
 be depleted.Th, if hue, would appear to indi-cate that a socialist outbreak is fearedin the capital in the event of war withFrance.,
CON1)U_C_T_O_R4,
wr Blaney Confined With•Rheurrit-tisrh—Jas Flournoy Resignad.
ABOUT KENTUCKY
11< Ole
J. CELL BRECKINSeIDGEPASSES AWAY IN NEW
' YORK CITY.
Ex-Gov Bradley Addresses the:on.s.--Railsoad Bridge
Collapses.
•
Lexington, Ky., Jan. 9.—Te1e-grams received here yesterday an-nounte the death in New York City,at the 'home of his daughter, Mrs.John C. Teaehla, of J. cabs11 Breck-inridge, aged the-Yeats, ahe8n of Gen.John C. Breekinridge and cousin ofthe late ex-Congers-mean W. C. P.reckintidge. He has relatives allover Kentucky and the Sieuth. Hewas on his father's, staff tlwoughout-ehe civil war. His home was at Lit-lie Rock, Ark.
Mr. preckinridge went North a fewdays ago in the hope diat a changeof cliinete' would improve his health.He declined steadily howeverMr. Bteckinrklge was horn in Lex-ington, Ky., and when the- civil warbroke out enlisted as a prtvate in theCenfcderate Infantry. Ire, was pro-moted for gallantry on the field untilhe became a brevet major. After thefell of Rash
-mind Maj. Breckinridgewent to Airkatwas and later to St.Louis, whre he engaged in business.1-le was appointed surveyor generalof the Territory of Washington byPresident Cleveland in 1885. serving'through Mr. Cleveland's,. term. Heleaves a wife and three children.
• -
eendiietor C. 11. Blaney. of theIllinoiseCentral, is confined ,a4, hishome on Clark near •Sixth stteet withan attack.
 of alientpatism.Ur. ',lea • ihourhriy has eesignedhis re6sitioh of special police 'of nighl-time for the T. C. in the local yards,and is. succeeded by- Mr. C. Kirk, of
who. has come down' andliken the' position. Mr. Flotarit .goest,le‘ck in 4e:,livkry bdiiness11fatiaget 14
 11: Breslin; of theUnion depotielies resigned and -goesto Chicago te-loeate. while he is suc-ceeded by Mc. F. Morris• of Chi-cano, whe yeetenhir morning tenk*barge. 
. 'Ilk •Teeneling Engineer It. I' Fenny, ofthe Louisville dtvieitle is examining aclass of trainmen on air and brake,at the loft* shops.
Bridge Collapsed.
',atom, Ky., Jan. 9.—The Ken-tucky -river bridge on the K.. L. &V. railroad, collapsed yesterday afternoon as the west-bound freight trainwas, passing over. The ongine wasfrost in the middle of th t bridge andon the eastern side of the river, when,with a crash, the structure felt, land-ing three f'reig'ht cars and four pas-sengers in the middle of the river.The four passengers. alerts-eh uncon-sc:oue, battled with the waves. Theconductor fared no better than thepassengers entrusted to his care.Mart Gillum. a citizen living eooyahda from the river. near • erasand hurried to 'the rescue. With hisboat he picked up the unfortunate,-...••m•••••■•• •41111. •••••••••••••••
With the Solon*.
Frankfort, Ky.. Jan. 9.—FormerGeerentor Wm. O. Bradley, the onlyrepublican who was ever elected gov-ernor of Kentucky, addressed the leg-'islature yesterday. He said it was agreater privilege to be a Kentuckianthan to be a democrat or republican.He referred to the time, ire t86t, whenhe 'was. a page in the legislature, andthe sentiment .that_detsterecl aroundthe old mete home, soon to give wayte the new structure. 0.The leghative committee of theKentucky Press Association is busy.Tt has a measure providing a new li-bel la*, another attaching a penaltyfor failure cff county officials to makepublic the lnancial cohdition of thecounty canes month, and. another forthe publication in each county of theinsurance companies which are au-thorized to do business in the state.Senator Eaton has intriidttred anamendment to the seduction lawsmaking it' possible to reinstate thecrosecutton if the defendant, aftercompromising by marriage, desertsthe wife eyiefrin five years, and alsoraising the age of eonsent from te to16. Siemator Campbell introduced ameasure authorizing second class cit-ies to appropriate money to adver-nse the advantages and resources.
A Hirt meeting of all the contestcommittees int the. Louisville' cases
will he held Thersday night, whenthere will be arguments ong the con-
spiracy cases.,
scHuLKE
 cAustritzne,,,,,Ter, to trhilearsrlierieffci.but Gillum INDIANS
 sEcE0E
OFFICER HURLEY WENT TOCAIRO AFTE RHIM LAST
NIGHT.
J. K1
a Gun.
, of Ifennsylvarna, 'Had
Claimilkto 13e Officer
.'.-Much Beninese.
The authorities 'have at Iasi sue.eeeded in capturing Bernard Schulke.the young man wanted in this city onthe charge of pawing forged checksupon B. -reille anti other ,firtnis ofthis city. ttA: message was receivedhere yesterday stating that the ac-cused had been landed by the policeal Cairo, id last evening-at 7 o'clockOfficer A is Hurley went down af-ter &chill e, who wig be broughthack thisamorning at g o'clock andarraigned before the courts.Sehnlke was located at the Egyp-tian,, city ht Detectives Moore andBaker, but as the lattcr were busywhen the accused was intercepted yestercLay Patrolman AatriAt Hurley wassent down after hint.
An Awful Fate.
1-lopkinstville, Ky.. Jan. 9.—Wtltileplaying in front of en' open -grate onMonday .uight the •dothiarg of the' 6:yeathold• child of Ors. Little Elliott
10(1
 
lives -Cm a fterineweet of this cl
caught fire and the little oneataisbadly bhined that death soon fogovi-ed.
Sentenced Fixed at Life.
Pineville, Ky., Jan. p.—A %indictof minder for the -killing of HenryLoy- at Middlesboro last Februaryagainst Clarence Gray and Jleese Bullweeninteounced Monday, the jury haying reached an agreement • Saturdayrilght. The sentence was fixed at lifeihiprieonment, the -same penalty thatwa meted tint to 'Wm. Young itornetime ago.- Three more men are Yetth be tried In' connection - with theAnnie crime. •
C,•firt.Te
yester
Sirgery o
nie Jack
He is eh
Peace.
.C1
J 101iPew., w
ly before
pot by,
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' Wernen Struck.
razii le colored, was' arrest-y by Officers Hurley andthe charge of striking Fan
. negrese with hs fist.reed with a breech of the
is to Be an Office!.
cher, pf Allegheny county,
arrested Iasi evening short
o'clock at the Union des[ere. Iforley and Singery,
ore of carrying concealedweapons. Life gave bond her his Ohspettrance in the police court this morn
Kleinfeleet claims: to be an officer,at his. Paittsyhramia. lawn. and con-tends this was the reason he had thegun on 'hint.. He and another man,-Issonon utreclainned;witta,gonewnttohethseteadmet:iort
 CI
 ash f t-
evening to take the train for St.-tLouis, when they got into a diecuse:s i on wienetleenben
 hack _striver rcuar ditheir" fate Otte delver claiming theyowed hi $1, while Kleiniclter 
-aidhe did 
. end tog4plagosl.pretty ly, . The 'Office r 3 walkedup to hi when he put his hand backtowards 's hip pocket. They tookcharge of him and found the gun.he and hie partner had .already boughttheir tieltets for St. Louis, but onKleinfeltet getting arrested the steamboatman remained with him. Klein-1feller cottemenced talking at the hall,claiming the patrolmen did him dirtybut quickly changed his tune anLieutenant Potter lecturing him, andquietly informing him he may go tojail without being released on bond.
*shoe Silted' Some.Ycsterday Chief James Collins;
 ofthe police force, made several changeswith hie.petrolmen. Officer Emiletantrieex of the Kentucky avenue beatnas 
-chOnged to the north side oftown and put with Officer WilliamRogers, while thelattees former partni -, 
en •put on the 'Kentucky avenue district.This change is for the watch fromnoon until midnight. Officer Court-ney Long, the new patrolman, hasbeen placed, on the Union depot beat,while Extra Officer- F. M. Matlockwas nut to work yesterday on WestCourt street with Officer Beadles.The extra MAUI is filing in while Pa-trolman James Clark is confined athis home on Clemente street in Me-chanicsburg, as the, result of beingshot by John Tice, the negro at Eleventh and Broadway Christmas day.Officer Clark is able to sit up at hishome.
ROYAL ARCH
FIVE CANDIDATES INITIATEDINTO THE ORDER YES-
TE/RDAY.
Suddenly IS
Mr. James R Gray, bt,
 formerpoliceman, took suddenly ill while at
,Thied and .Kenterky avenue nester-(lay afternoon and fell limp. He' wastaken irriPic 'patrol wagon to the cityhall and 'yen Medical attention, thensent to flis home where he was rest'ing wellOearly thiennorning. He hada sudden attack of schne character of
llerhert fd. D. Pierre,: oatr 'newminister to Norway, and native ofMassachusetts, is a relative by mar-riage of Senator Lodge.
fit.
Charming Musicale for "Blind Joe"Mangum at Eagles Quarters—Elks' Cornerstone Services.
Yesterday five candidates were ineitiated into the Royal Arch Masonsat the meeting held in the Fraternitybuilding lodge room. The membersStarted at 4
 
o'clock in the"afternooawith five candidates. They warlord`Until 6:30 o'clock when they wereserved with an elegant spread by theladies of the Eastern Star. The sup-per consisted of many delicacies; andafter parteking of the repast the meinhors resumed their degree work,which was continued until about IIo'clock.
Excellent ldusiesie.last evening the club rooms ofthe Fraternal" Orden -of Eagles atSixth and Broadway were well filled 
th
with many people attending e Bus-
-4$01P ibeenft 'et ainndJoe" Man-guni, the well knewn vio-linist, who is here for an indefinitesojourn. Many rare selections wererendered, end those from the instru-ment of the blind player were dreamsof charm and beauty. A handsomecollection was made up for the viseitor, who tat; hosts ' of friends in thiscity.
Watch Recovered.
• s t•Yesterday mornieffra Lawyer OscarKahn reeovered the watch of fhis Wifein a very Unusual manner, after theticker had been missing for two years.That long ago he and his wife Wiredriving down Washington near Sixthstreet when a runaway' team eradvelinto them and threw out the couple,bedly iri)uritter Mk-. Kahn. „inner the
.accide :the -wife disconered 'het finewatch is seven diamonds in it wasmisein Search, arcing tlfe° streetdid no veal it. end fintllx the dis-appear e waste-a away fittr: Tie ofthe mytite,ries creronting 'the. police.Night before fist Officers Higleyand Singkrry were ieforrned.by aNe.Greep, of .9Otith Tent!, etfeet, -thatsome child had been et, his house .andtaken hie watch The offiocere rimy-cred• it, and rememberintenffe descrip-tion of the Kahn tLeYer, Took it toheadqtrasigra; where It proved to bethe mist** valuable. Mr. Greencalled Sot it there Yesterday 'and onbeing ifiThrmed the watch was the lostone, panneet concleteively wlho hebought „I ' frOnt Mr.' Kahn *thenclaimed c ticker and it 4fa'k turnedover to: . nt. 
-
..•
. Lucky for Bruce
lifitet. GillUtT1 wag It) thin city yes-terday. list left for home without get-Iting in Trorthir,m4rit -eihe page*. Judge1,1ghtfoo4' ten slays,mo 'issue rt. a war-rmna against Gillum, charging %intwItit tying to 'ONO esi;ir:flo•Ru littl+rhildri out in thietnfry with hishero, thrbn 
l
irgy. h diecutnent Was
Mks' Lodge.The Elks meet in -regular seeakintomorrow evening. at-
 which time.there will be decided die' date for'holding the ceremonies 4or laying ofthe cornerstone at the' Elks' home onNorth Fifth street. Probabilities areit will °ecru next Sunday.
HANDSOME 1:tadge
fiashonmen Presented Chief WoodsWith Owe Yesterday .
Chief James Woods, of the fire de-partment, wee yesterdpy at noon pre-sented with aahandsortle, elegantly en-graved gold badge by the membersof the city's fire department stationIfiihses. It ie a very ffne jewel, withthere engrave-Lon it the name of thechief, the date of its•presentaticenIt is needkess to say the executive hsfthe department 'highly appreciates thebeautiful et that he is now wearing.
COLD WAVE.
Scheduled for 'Yesterday bust
. •
Gotten Side-Track
Quit Panama and DeclareThemselves Colombians.
The predicted cold wave for yes-terdik did nat materialize as theweather was eery pleasant all day andcolitis-hied 40 Teti! this morning, eh.• ,thoegh after nightfall it became alittle crisneand bracing .,
cloudiness, wiflit probable rain, in
se 
•
The' predictions ' for today .ari
Yeaterday4
 deeided falls ,Ita-
 
temper-ature were not % rhrougout the cen-tral, southern eastern portions.,with feeezing as efew swain as NewOrleans and San Aatottin, and snow.in at Olt latter piave. In the•lar westand northwest wanner weather weenoted.- Rain an+ snow were reportedin the, eentrab, southern-end ea‘teeti.  .porttons, mostly. snow. .
.--• • .:John at. Pattison was htionslay M-anikin-ate& governor of Ohio in Atte'presence of a targe. crowd 'at Cohn*-. 
--.......,.. • ,
LIVI! COASTlei anOST 14ERTILE PART.
Have Never Been Conquered and Dis.affection May Prove Serious ifNot Pacified.
COLOMBIAN FLAG
FLIES IN ALL VILLAGES.
s.
4,.New Yohk, Jan. 9.—A cable ernespatch to the Herald fetoen Panama"; ,says Capt. Lovelace eof the Panamagunboat Orinte, Mo :diay, brought aletter to Pr isident naation writtenby Innanaquina, grand chief of theSan Blas Indians on the lower At-lantic coast of Panama, announcingtheir seceeeion from Panama and therenewal of their allegiance to Colon-bid.
Theer are about ele,o0o of these In-dians along I-TO miles of the. most fer-tile part of the coast of Panama, andin all the•villages the Colombian flag.is being 'displayed.
This revolt against Panama's ruleis said to be fomented by the Colom-bians, and as these Indians have neverbeen conquered or subjected the mat-ter of bringing them back under thiscountry's.' flag, unless accomplisheddplomatically, may prove serious.Among the reasons given for theseceesion are said to be the promisesmade by Hirertas, a former generalof the Panama armee which 'have netbeen fulfged. ' "
BOUGHT PAPER
MR RICHARD ki'GREGOR HASCLOSED DEAL FOR BROOK-PORT EAGLE
Telephome People Hold Important ' t-44'Meet** at Murray Today—NeinFrani World of Business.
Mr. Richard McGregor yesterdayclosen the deal he bad on fox theBrookport (Ill) Eagle that fli pub-lished at the littk viligeApposite
'here.. He bought it from Messrs.Bonniaeld Se Baugh, the owners, and
.11.30K taken charge. Mr. Page Pitmanavilt take a position on the paper.
Telephone People Meet.Today at Murry a ineeting will beheld by the owners of the Independ-ent Telephone companies doing busi-ness an the surrounding states. Theobject is to arrange for each lineusing that of the other and therebyform an immense circuit:
Tobacco Inspector.
Tobacconist Charles R. Hall, of ,this niter, has been selected official in-spector for she Marshall County DarkTolSacco.associatiow. He will main..,tam n headquarters here at his factory ,on Third and Monroe.
Becomes State Manager,Agent C. W. Collie, of this city,for the Securiti Mutual Life Irrsur-„ince company, of Binghampton, NewYork, has been appointed state agentfor the canthern, and goes to Louis-e ortly. He eede move his fam-ily aiere.
The Cuban minister in London saesthe Amen
-Cuban ig not dead.
• 
"Takes Superintendency.
Robert E. Stafford, formerlyof city, hair been made superin-te t of the Mayfield FurnitureManntacturing Fomparfe's plant atMensphis.
GUN CLUB.
Annual Election of Officers andDiree-tors Held Yesterday,
terday at the lice-king of theirs for the Paducah, Gun club.**ft bins elected officers for the en-rear is folio:vs! Hal Walters,fliiiident: Henry Revers, vice preri-delft; ;Jame* Weille. 'secretary;.
 Ana-ttense *Mercer, captain; HaekeltItrea, official referee, ie new board of directors 'ate' W.#14
 Krnnetly, jaines LIrt$nl '4Dr.
_ 
Stewart.
-The striking primers And the bosses' Sr; Louis have comprontised en aTaa-day at increased, nay, th-i•th hour” being rated as oitertime..
-hien •
•Nag
4”.811119101 1-474:.
• yjr^ .•roa 44.
NEEMMINKIENININEON MITMEXIMICENINIZENEENK
AUCTION SALE
ISSIEW161
wows
OF SAGES, HATS, CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS AT YOUR OWN PRICE, THURSDAY, DECEM.
BER ixTU, AT 10:30 A. M. SALE TO CONTINUE DAY AND NIGHT UNTIL CLOSED OUT. WE
tiAVE ENGAGED A PROFESSIONAL AUCTIONEER TO CONDUCT THE SAL.. .WHO ..WILL
AMUSE YOU AND ENTERTAIN YOU. LADIES ESPECIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND THIS SAL
E.
HOURS OF SALE 10:30 A. M ,a P. M. AND 730 P. M.
CHAMBLEE BROS. 430 Broadway.
11  Fill101101
FOUND FOR BANK
JURY OrNiDS VERDICT IN BOS-
Wirti,4 VS. CITIZENS BANK
CASE.
BANK CHANCES
THREE CHANGES MADE IN
THE DIRECTORATES YES-
TERDAY.
-Now on Trial the Damage The Board of Directors This After-
Noah Cathey Against E. noon Elect Officers for the En-
Rehkopf. suing Year.
1tsea toss: •
'Yektiklay in the circuit court the
jury brought in a verdict favoring the
•defendant in the snit of C. W. Bos-
well, of Mayfield, against the Citizens
Sakripgrobank of this city, for several
thousand dollars. Hon. Hal Cor-
bett and J. D. Mocqttot represent-
takbite Winning side, wthik Judge D.
47:7 Psi* and James Campbell were
vs:
tolorI for the plaintiff.
°swell got to speculating, in the
.ttoaaidl..office of the Paducah Corn-
n!titliciAn 'eompany at Mayfield and lost
sFrrit thousand dollars. He sued
the .commission company, got judg-
Merit for the full amount, and then in
attstelstog money of the commission
TataceriSs. tied up some in the Citi-
•ziorreSivings bank. The bank re-
OW that no money was there to the
credit bf ,tht company named. Bos-
then sued the bank on the
li.;;tottiii that the financial institution
didltervEminioney there to the credit of
thtiedritimission people, but that it was
Irk* linnther name, and was 'paidfleteette commission neonle by di,-
tinSw114 tried to hold the bank
fAttlitift*ilde for the amount attached,
linit-ribre loses.
Ptilvelli- 'Is now on trial the suit of
T Galthey for his son, Noah
Cathev, against E. Rehkopf, for $to.-
000 damages. 'The Cat hey boy was
emplpye0 •at. the Rehleopf collar fac-
tory flts-4,-.Xentircky avenue between
Third an Fourth streets, and one
aay got caught in .the shafting and
was whirled round and round, hi;
Troft juaing throwt against the floor
•eh.-reolution badly injuring him
Finally other workmen heard his body
striking the- floor, and_rtol- ting._  back 
tile,/ released ,hrm from his dangerous
nositioa. The suit was filed once be-
heincr then acraiost the Reh-
1 Sasiellery company. At the tria:
devetrined the collar factory was
Awnedindividually by 'Mr. Rehkopf
It'mself, and not the cornoration.
Vlaprajore that action was dismissed
against; she crYnnony 'and reinytitilted
netkilist Mr. Rehkoof himself. The
sydtk41111. taking te,- timony is now go-
Witlettatrawhile ttu. matter will be criv-
*silo the jury this morning. Judge
Rettripagesterday became so ill again
,a,T,crr king at the cOlirt house for a
ii.NA):141fliat he went 'home and Lawyer
Park wis 'selected as special judge to
try- this action,.
r ts.% TliFathiaintiff was ruled to wive bond
for rirnbable cyst of ken days.
, or Allen Free against the
c.„,„,„v. Pres ais
fol;PNIOanNlioater behose Yon 114'1
4.11';')14.41•1 'a P•n. and wthoseboti v
mi. *idiot: 'abor•,-4 the - houseboat nnt:1
Ole: father coniti get roorw.v enough tn
talrY it back home -in Alabama and
l'ttr.- s,”ie in the family cemetery.
Freedaric the. Afternoon Stun wrote
h.'infro siarioc• 1,c was nonarentiv in-
the boy's body was in' a
rotAtirsyc Taunting that (Treat stench-
', krftse,no, doeher it-trimental thirt,ts
tre .5ues fn nnnn damages nn the
1,,,,n1:4 that these were •erroneorts
sod darvacin,r stafements. clalrninc
ti•e boy's body was in a good cone/i-
t:on. i•‘•
•• Hs..11 Stever- s was ruled to vcrire
in,pehOn.the petition he filed against
Vti.4.04-.- Bradshaw, Sr.. for several
bbnatsami .dollars he claims Bradshaw
nno's hien 35 the result of a sia*mil
cical they had.
— •
MEETS TOMORROW
The W. C T U. to Consider at Its
Coming Meeting Medical Temper-
ance.
The c U will meet to-
morrow afternoon at 3 o'clock in the
lecture room of the First Baptist
church.
TVs ?netting will be held in the in-
terYst of. the defiartment of nvedica'
teumeranice, of which _Mrs. James
„Byrd is the superintendent.
• Mr. Pearl asTrirvell will describe
Iwnote.lrlotilods b wthich patent rneidi-
_
',ring ta.tistoniala ire often attained..
•71,...klias,abristine Mayers will read an
firtichavcorrccrning "The Saloon Out-
wfle 4Itie Army Post."
. Mrs. 'Byrd:will presen1 the import-
.
ance and need of snore informatioi . in
regar0,to the use of alcohol as a med.
A most cordial invitation is extend-,
ed to all nersons interested in any
pitartialf/Pe..temperaince question thrive been „completed to Birmingham•
• sat.-..
At the election of directors for the
different banks yesterday in this oity
some changes were made.
MT. Edward L. Atkins was made a
director for the American-German
National bank, to take the place made
vacant by the recent death of the late
George Rock. In the Mechanics
& Farmers Saving bank, W. F. Brad-
shaw, Jr., was made a director to fill
the vacancy caused by Mr. Rock's
dissolution. At the Globe Bank &
Trust company, Mlr. H. H. Loving
resigned his place as director and Mr)
Henry F. KoPb, the butcher, was
chosen o succed him.
These, changes made the director-
ates as follows:
Amenican - German — Geo. C.
Thompson, T. J. Atkins. W. F. Brad-
shaw, Sr., J. A. Bauer, L. F. Kolb, C.
F. Rieke, Mluscoe Burnett, H. A.
Petter and Ed L. Atkins.
The City National—S. B. Hughes,
J. 'C. Utterback, A. E. Anspacher, S.
A. Fowler, J. L. Friedman, Brack
Owen, Dr. J. G. Brooks.
First Nationak=-M. Bloom, George
Langstaff, Simi 1: Levy, R. L. Reeves,
J. Wkil, F. H. Rieke, Wallace Well.
Globe Bank—D. G. Murrell, C. E.
Jennings, H. F. Kolb, G. E. Hank,
Geo. Langstaff, E. P. Noth'e, H. L.
Meyers, S. Fels, J. A. Bauer, W. M.
Reed, W. G. Dycus, C. H. Sherrill', R.
H. Noble; G. W. Robertson, E. B.
Harbour..
'Mechanics' & Farrniens'—.1. L.
Bethshares, W. F. Bradshaw, Jr., J.
Biederman, Herman Friedman, H.
W. Rankin. R. H. Noble, E. L. At-
kins, F. M McGlathery, L. D. Potter,
B. It Scott, Geo. C. Thompson.
This afternoon the directors for the
banks meet to select officers for the
ensuing year. The present officials
are:
'First National—Robert L. Reeves.
presiden*: Moses Bloom, vice presi-
dent; Thomas H. Baker, cashier;
John W. McKnight. assistant cashier;
William Wright, teller
AmericaniCee.-man --Geo. C.
Thompson, president; Thomas J. At-
kins, vice president; Edward L. At-
kins, cashier.
City National—Samuel R. Hughes,
president; Joe L. Friedman, vice
president: James Utterback, cashier;
Charles E. Richardson, assistant
cashier.
Globe Bank & Trust company—Ed
P. Noble, president: George Robert-
son. vice president; Nolan Van Culin,
cashier.
Mechanics 8c Farmers' Saving hank
—B. H. 'Scott, piesident; J. Tarliell
Laurie, cashier.
NEW YORK'S TAX VALUATION.
Real Estate Value Intreases 11840.-
000,000 in the Last Year.
New York, Jan. 9.--The tremend-
nus increas‘e•Of $84o.000,000 in the
value of New York real estate during
the past year was shown by the as-
sessments of the tax commissioners
issued today. The total ;Ate of real
estate is flied at $5.400.000.000. Per-
sonal .property'lla assessed at niore
than $3.400,000,000, which is an in-
crease of over $3o,000.oP3 during the
past year.
Several interesting assessments on
personal property were revealed by
an examination of the tax assessors'
lists. Andrew Carneigie was assessed
oi. the largest amount of personal
property—the valuation being- $5,000,-
000. John D. Rockefeller's name
stood before the second largeSt a;-
sessment, which'was on $2,900.000.
Russell Sage's personal property 'was
third in point of size, at an assess-
ment of $2.000,000.
Cioldie Mohr Wood, the former
chorus girl and widow of Alan
Wood, the Pittltburg millionaire, is
assessed on $gockotao worth of per-
sonal'property.
Other assessments include Emilie
Gtigsby, $500,1300; August Belmont,
$too,orio, and Helen Gould, $25.000,-.
All parts of Africa, except Abyssin-
ia, Morocco and Liberia, are controll-
ed directly or indirectly by some
riuropean power French Africa is
about equal in area to /half the United
Staftff.
It 4's said that the Illinois Central
railroad is contemplating an extensicuf
into New Orleans, after the line shall
Sold.
1
YOUNG MEN AND BOYS
SHOULD VISIT THE
.NKRUPT SALEf1,9, ' ) t. A .
3ftlaP;n1
OF THE
SCHWAB STOCK, 216 BROADWAY
In this Stock You will find a Large Lot of the
Very Swell Dressy Suits and Overcoats
WHICH WERE BOUGHT FOR THIS SEASON'S SELLING. THEY MUST BE SOLD ALONG 
WITH THE BALANCE OF THE
STOCK. THE YOUNG MEN AND BOYS WHO COME HERE FOR THEIR SUITS AND OVERCOAT
S GET THE BEST THERE
IS ON THE MARKET AND SAVE 50c ON TVERY DOLLAR THEY SPEND. THE FOLOWING PRICES
 ARE ATTRACTIVE, BUT
YOU MUST SEE THE SUITS AND OVERCOATS BEFORE YOU CAN FULLY APPRECIAT
E THE VALUES YOU GET HERE.
aratiirlitatitiritirititiritte.4 4/4/44.414/41.141ThWeild440444030-41 1,~14/.4441444111.184110.4
permemanspaseisommat
Overcoats Corduroy Pants, Schwab's pric
e Si oo
to $7 so, Bankrupt sale price 49e
Excellent values heavy weights, blue
and brown, Schwab's price $1.50,
Bankrupt sale price  2.
Exptrriacefine Kersey Overcoats, Schwab's
price, $78, Bankrupt sale 
st4b8.3
$6.48
Extra quality, blue, black and brown,
Schwab's price, $10.00, Bankrupt
sale price $4.98
Fancy Belt Overcoats, newest pat-
terns, finest quality, Schwab's price
$7.50 to $22 . SO, Bankrupt sale
price • • • • • • $3.48 to $9.98
Good styles, ne..:• patterns, Schwab's
price $3 oo, Bankrupt sale
price  $1.26
Pants
Good Ityles and excellent qualities,
Schwab's price $1 so, Bankrupt sale
price ..... . • 490
Dress Pants, best ever offered,
Schwab's price Soo to $6 so, Bank
rupt sale price 76e to $3,19
so° pairs Knee Pants, Schwab's price
25C t 0 $1 50, Bankrupt sale
price • 16e to 74e
zoo pairs Corduroy Knee Pants,
Schwab's price soc, Bankrupt sale
price
Suits
29e
Suits for business or dress—
bemts ieaskh, C . Ead4 V . 7$90$ 122
best makes, high grade, all patterns.
Schwab's price $12 so, Bankrupt
sale price $5.98
All Finest Suits sold by Schwab for
$15 oo to $23 50, Bankrupt sale
price $6.24 to $11.24
One lot Suits all wool, Schwab's
Bankrupt
$3.98
prices $9o.00 to $is oo,
sale price 
• Black and Blue Granite Venitian
and Silk Linings, Schwab's prices
$12 SO to ha 0, Bankrupt sale
prices $9.98 to $11.24
Children's Jackets and Pants, Schwab's
prices $7 so to $6 so, lankrupt sale
prices 49 to $3.15
*****“..*******m******** oi4 ip.****************.e.meastattaikagaiet t************_tt • • ...*****•*******0**0
BIG VALUES IN FURNISHING GOODS, UMBRELLAS AND TRUNKS
Neat Patterns, Schwab's price,
Bankrupt sale
price  $1.48 to 5.198
Suits of good quality, in all colors
and styles, Schwab's price $6.00 to
Sot oo, Bankrupt sale
price •$2.98 to
Schwab Old Stand, 216 Broadway
This Sale Will Continue ES Long as the Stock Lasts.
ASSESSMENT
ORDEF MADE YESTERDAY
LOWERING THE REALTY
VALUATION.
Judge Lightfoot Busy Yesterday Mak•
ing Settlements With Many
Parties—Other Notes.
Yesterday in the county clerk's of-
fice there was .issued an order of date
of Mar;oh 8th, 1905, wherein is reduced
the realty assessment of the City Na-
tional bank from $72,500 to $to,000,
and the institution paid batk $ta too
muds county taxes collected. The
realty of the bank had been valued at
$1400 for tax purposes, but was re-
ducAd to $1o,000 last March. The
clerk failed at that time to enter up
the order which is now made effec-
tive.
Licensed to Marry.
J. M. Casey, aged 2.5, of Inglesid:.
Ballard county, and Anne Bristolv.
aged 22, of this county, were licensed'
to marry by the clerk, who in 'addition
issued licenses to the following cou-
ples: George MkAtis, aged ;19, and
Roena Hooks, aged 26, of the city;
Jesse B. Beardon, aired 77 and Bes-
sie McKinney, aged 22, of the coun-
ty; Lawrence Pearson, aged 23. and
Anne Tucker, aged 21, of Armstead,
Property
J W. 'Lawrence 'has transferred to
Marquis J. Giltner for $1,200, prop-
erty lying in Massac county.
C., B. Humphrey thsa sold to C.
G. Acker for lam property' in Foun-
tain park addition.
Settlements Made.
Judge Ligthtfoot yesterday irr the
county court made a number of set-
tkments with •guardians, administra-
.
•
tors, executors and others trusted
with e,tates or charges.
Office/Moved.
Yesterday 4 o,utrity Clerk Smedley
and force moved from their office into
the county court room so as to be out
of She way of the paperhangers .and
decorators who are repapering the
clerk's office and otherwise putting it
in first-class condition.
SUFFERS SUICIDAL MANIA.
New York Doctor Takes Poisan and
Wants Body Dissected
New Y rk, Jan. g.—Dr. R.' W.t
Steger, s id to he a graduate of Van- .,
derbilt ad Columbia tiniverrrities and 4
of a fansily prominent in Nashville,
Tenn., attempted to commit suicide -
in the Audubon hotel at Broadway
and Thirty:ninth street some tints!
Sunday night by taking a mixture of
chlo;oform and morphine. He was
removed to Bellevue hospital today
where physicians say he cannot re-
cover.
Dr. Steger took the poison after
leaving a note saying that he had
suffered from suicidal and homkidal
mania for year and that Ire could not
hear the suffering any longer. He
willed his body to the Gollege of
Phrstioians and Surgeons, Columbia
university.
PEACE TOWARDS WIFE,
Charles Jones Fined and Put Under
Bond Yesterday.
YestOtday morning in the police.
court udge Sanders fined Charles
Jones io and costs and, then put him
under $3oo bond to keep the peace
towards, his wife. He an4 his wife
had some trsiuble'about another wo-
-man that -came to their 'home and the
did a lilt* punishing that was follow-
ed by a trial in this bine by the judge., Rome
Leyina Duffy was fined $5 and the
costs for being drunk and disorderly. ori;
• • -
Condens -1 Statement of
MECHANICS' AND FAR.MER.S'
SAVINGS BANK
at
Paducah, Kentucky,
close of business, Dec 3e,
Loans and Discounts
Stocks and Bonds
Furniture and Fixtures
Cash and Exchange
RESOURCES. 
1905..
54.11772:893(o) g
3,000 00
55,178 83
$237,206 20
LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock 
Undivided Profits 
50,00000
3.563 11
  783,643.09
$237,306.20
A DIVIDEND OF 2% PER CENT WAS DECLARED OUT
OF THE NET EARNINGS OF THE PAST SIX MONTHS
AND CREDITED TO THE STOCKHOLDERS ENTITLED
TO SAME, PAYABLE ON DEMAND.
J. T. LAURIE, Cashier.
MECHANICS
and
SAVING
BANE,
A. S. DABNEY.
—DENTIST—
Truehart
7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY
Attorney-at-Law-
13 and 14 Columbia Building
Old Phone tog.
, oat
--227--,
Broadway,
South America has about twrce tb-
area and about oncn-half tire popula
bon of the United States.
E.H. 1PURYEAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW, •
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, gr. 14,
New Phone 4go.
SPECIALTIES: 
r.
" Abstracting Of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Blair.
•AN EPIDEMIC
MR. SMITH FOLLOWED COG-
HILL BY ONE
WEEK.
As Yet No Word Has Been Received
From Evansville Regarding Re-
mains of Engineer Shouse. _
An epidemic of pneumonia seems to
have struck the Woodville section of
i;ie county, and it is provi- g fatal in
.1 number of instances. Reports from
that section are that a dozen or
more people are down with the ail-
ment which is acting as .if it is con-
tagious.
'Within the past week two people
have died in the same house. Onc
(fray last week there passed away. Ahr.
John Coghill, while ,yesterday morn-
ing word reached here that there had
died in the same house MT. R. L.
Smith, of the same ailment, he pass-
ing away Monday night. These two
ge.ttlemen were baNelors and resided
.vgether while Miss Noel Smith. sis-
ter of the latter, kept house for them.
Now she is seriously ill withAbe same
disease and the physician wire un-
easy about her.
Mr. Smith was thirty-eight years of
and bat two sisters, orte of whom
is the sick lady. His remains were
buried yesterday afternoon at 2
o'clock at the cemetery of that
vicinity.
Shouitesa Remains.
As yet no word has been received
from Evansville as to what was de-
sired done with the remains of Engi-
neer William Shouse. whose body is
being held at the Matti! & Efinger
undertaking establishment on South
Third street near Kentucky ivepue.
It is more than probable that the ye-
-mains will be buried here under
auspice L of. the Marine Engineers
BrotherTood. of which he was a
leading member
Injured People.
nits Johnson of • Vieet • Jefferson
.street fell over a• coal bucket yeeter:
day and broke her arm, %shit( Mre,..k
Daisy Walters of that street is suf-
fering from a dielocated shoulder 
and
sprained wrist. as result qf falling
down stair'.
WIFE'S PLEA
FALL LIGHTLY ON EARS OF
-
JUDGE LIGHTFOOL AT
THIS TIME.
Will Either Make Man Out of Ben
Lindsay or He Will Do Much
Time in Jail.
The wife, family and riends of Ben
R. Lindsey bare pleaded with Judge
Lightfoot for several weeks to release
fisim from the county jail, but the
itidele is determined his sentence of
six months shall be carried out, as he
belt Ve4 that veil teach Lindsay a
son and be will take proper care of
.Ibis children. The wife and others
have spent many days with theeoun-
1 ty judge, hut he said yesterday 
that
lee intended to see that Lindsay stay-
ed the full time allotted him behind
the bars.
Lindsay is the man against whom
constant complaint had been lodged
with Judge Lightfoot, to the effect
that the father would not buy cloth-
ing and food for his little. children.
The judge duct him brought before
ere court lend there Lindsay claimed
wife would not let him work.
Thee being about as flimsy an exetree
all possible to give. titre-judge 'gave
.the parent six_ raonthe,:in accorda
with that provision 'of
wench permits the cnun
this in case fathers w
little ones suffer in t
Lindsay lids •ibeenr:i
one month, and it is be
he more 'than willing to go to work
and are for his children after he ,gets
jvet. If he floes not he will get an-
term. The judge is giving am-
ple opportunity to a number of °the-
fathers against whom complaints are
being made. He desires giving them.
every show possible to go to work
and hit yraiment and food for their lit
Andhuy raiment and food for. their lit
advice ehey go up for six months
also.
• t believed that rigillerand corn-
nctatile adherence to the law 'on
part of the judge will be the sal-
ion of the unfortunate little chil-
Ar n having fathers of a worthlees
./ 
-nature who eieher do ist work or
spend their earnings lot' whisky and
• carousals,
The czar of Russia, who 's consid-
erably below the average height of
men, is fully a head shorter than the
czarina.
Doring the ye11rlo04 .Sism• export-
ed more than $12.000.000 worth of
rice. Teukwood.is pecOnd in vain-c.
King Carlos, eff Portugal, an artist
erstreidePable ai3lity, nenally sends
his pilrrtinge as gifts .One recently
Ofeseetteek '0 the kites of, Italy is on
taint/A/04 4411.0 Oar ihititioa. it typ-
rcsems muntiFe ion .the see, Su/ if
• tiereed nit• bectimit% a suneet on
ii
‘,.to
111111111nillsee 
This Enormous Sale
a .Sure Sign of Excellence.
1540 Million Bottles
Budireiser sold since 1875. This exceeds the output
of all other bottled beers. There must be some reason
for this popularity, and if you will taste a bottle of
Budweiser you'll know for yourself.
Budweiser is brewed and bottled
only at the home plant of the
Anheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'n
St. Louis, U. S. A.
Orders Promptly Filled by
B. C. Loeblein, Mgr. Anheuser-Busch Branch, Paducah, Ky.
Corked or Iloa eloppod
$1,300 REWARD
POLICE BELIEVE THEY MADE
AN IMPORTANT CAPTURE
YESTERDAY.
Negro by Name of Ballinger May Be
George Jenkins Wanted at
Tunice, Miss
The police authorities believe they
have .made an important capture, and
if tile darky intercepted proves to be
the right man Patrolman Emile Coin-
ieux will come in for a $1,300 reward
cffered—$3oo by the governor of Mis-
sissippi and the balance by W. E.
Clifton, of Tunica, Tunica county.
Miss. The man caught is believed to
be George Jenkins, colored, the .uame
he goes by he-se being Bud Bellinga..
He answers the rtescriotion of Jenkin;
except in one little point, that being
the location of a wind or "wind
bump" on 'his neck. Jaukins is want-
ed for murdereng Herbert Clifton at
Banks station, Tunica county, Miss.,
Aivember agth, 1903.
Yesterday Officer Gourieux arrested
Jilikinn or Ballinger and locked him
op on the charge of petty larceny.
Lizzie Jenkins, isegress, of Tenth be-
tween Kentucky aveque and Washing
ton streets., claims, that she sent the
man to the benne of Captain King
Hale, on Kentucky avenue bear Sev-
enth street,Ifor $1.25 due 'her as
wag(s for working at that home. She
says ehe accused return:d and in-
formed her` that the captain's family
said they would pay her later. The
Jenkins woman charges that this is
false, and *at the negro man got the
niOney an kept it. For this she got
out a petty larceny warrant against
him and he was arrested shortly after
neon yesterday.
After Jenkins or iTiallington got to
the city hall and the authorities took
a good look at him they eaw he great
ly resembled the description given
upon a postal card sent out March I,
1904. giving a description of George
Jenkins, wanted for murdering young
Clifton at Banks Station, Miss.. The
description cards outlined in detai,
what Jenkins looked like. one of them
bring dug up by Chief Collins, and
they found that Jenkins or Ballington
tallied exactly with the outline, with
ne slight exception.- This Tunica
the statute card said the murderer had a 'wind
judge to do or 'wind bump" on the 'back of his
let tideless neck," while this darky caught here
• haLone. but it ia behind his, eiike. In
beicv :over every Other respect he enewers full
'eyed he will the deecriPtion. being prdtninent
checked, has teeth sticking out of his
lips in tusk „manner._ is the frame
weight. heighth and age.
On being questioned Jenkins or Bal
linger el:timed he never was in Nfis-
sissippi, -hitt lived two years age in
Memphis, Tenn., and had beep her:
only four months. He is very inti-
mate with the women, who is named
Jenkins, and' may be some relative, al-
though she denies this..
On being locked up the authorities
wrote to Tunica of his arrest and
told some of the officials to come up
here and see if he is the badly want-
ed murderer. The description cards
sent out said-that NW. E. Clifton, the
father of the murdered lad, offered
Poo° for the murderer's delivery to
him, dead or al, hde the gover-
nor of Mieeisei $3o0 mrrre to
this.. The details of the killing are
nol given, but word from the Tunica
people is, exp. cted sometime tomor:
re*.
This- morning Ballinger will be ar-
raigned beTore •Judtre Sarets,:in_the
police court and tried on the petty
larceny charge.
Darkies,„ 'lounging around the usual
haunts, the colored people. of this
o•ty say that Rallinger..or Jenkirist has
Intraidarting tin and, apeds of Isere 'for
the P*41t Year, his ctislITA bei.g 'to
turn up for a week or two and then
!cave- for several Artrintits's abseme. •
Ladies, white Cotton Tights, value soc, per pair 
Ladies knit Corset Covers, value 25c, each 
Ladies' black woolen Union Slits, value Si 75, for
—•••••••••
B. Ogilvie & Co.
OUR JANUARY
CUT PRICU our . SAIT
Begins January 8th at 8 a. m.
Very Low Prices are Made on
All Odd Lots and Remnants
Jubilee Dress Goods
Sterling qualities and splendid styles, a pleasing range of colors and
price ticket on every yard
Lot 1—Dress Goods, solid colors, with small dots, were 35c,
reduced to 
Lot 2—Novelty Dress Goods in plain and checks, were
reduced to 
Lot 3—Fancy Dress Goods in dots and other effects, were 75c
reduced to 
Jubilee Fine Silks
a cut
25e
30t
Ot'•
Silks of the kind that have doubled out business in this department now
linked with remarkable reductions
Lot I—A line of Silks suitable for shirt waist dresses, were Si oo,
reduced to 
Lot 2—Wash. Silks in plains and stripes, reduced to, per yard
Jubilee Table Linens
590
2545
Old fashioned linen: made from seasoned flax grass bleeched in pure sun-
light, at less than the poorest sorts cost at other stores.
Bhn, Table Linen, 70 inches wide, a splendid value, at  
Silver Bhn, Table Linen, 68 inches wide, extra heavy, at
An all Linen heavy crash, a isc value,for 
Twill Cotton Crash, ill inches wide, at 
Jubilee White Goods
see
. 890
12v2e
  
545
An especial fortunate cash purchase from an overloaded jobber that en-
ables us to name prices beyond the possibility of duplication elsewhere.
Novelty Waiatings, mercerized, at 2545
Colored mercerized Waisengs, ox values, at 
White striped ahirtings. Madras, value 35c, for 
Cut Price Jubilee Winter Suits
330
2545
As much style and wear as you could expect for figures a quarter, yes a
third more than these Cut Price Jubilee tickets will read Many of the
styles will be correct for Spring 1906 wear
Ladies' Tailored Suits, $35.00 value, for 
Ladies' Tailored Suits, $25 oo value. for 
3 Ladies' Suits, old styles, each at 
Cut Price Coats
 $18.00
,• 415.0(J
513.99
If you bought a Coat during this monster sale a saving is yours over
former figure* sufficient to add a skirt without cost.
Children's Cloaks, $12.00 and $i. oo value, for...
Children's Cloak. $8 oo and $ro.00 value, for 
Children's Cloaks, $6 oo and.$7 oo value for 
Skirts Reduced
Here are values that will draw a crowd
them and you'll be there
Ladies' Skirts, value $5 oo, for
Ladies' Skirts, value $6 oo, for
Ladies' Skirts, value $7 5o, for
Ladies Skirts, value $10 oo, for
to the -Skirt
. $7.00
$6.00
$5.00
department read
 
 
$4.00
 
 
$5.00
 
 
$6.00
 
 
$8.00
Cut Price Jubilee Specials.
Here i, a powerful list of most potent price savings on things you need
right now.
Remnants of Dress Goods at half price.
Remnants of Wash Goods at half price
NevcIty*Cotton Suitings, were I2C and 75c, reduced to 
2 pieces Pink Duck, a roc quality, reduced to
10t
50
Ladie:' White Waist, trimmed with embraidery, a Si.so value, for.$1.00
3345
 
10t
$1.25
L. B. Ogilvie aib
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
Co.,
(Miceli:306 Broadway
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT H
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE FUBLIC, YOU CAN PAPE
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MAT'-
4 •
FOR THE srALL £1JA OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN-lei...
AZAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARri 'SELLING AT 6 C
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY tiAc PER SINGLE fOLL.
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE tIANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, itiicisc, 20C
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL4TN,ICES
TO SLIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL FFFECT, tdRANI
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIErZABLE COL.
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. .ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS all
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FUL1142145
OF HEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-'
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS/MD BUILDING AU DECOFING
PAPERS. CALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMRLI1114.ND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT- AND
GIVIt YOU HE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
C. C.
^
•
Corner 3rd & Kentucky )tkl.e.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE;
. •
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REAL ESTATE AGENCY'bL rii
MDUCAH REAL ESTI. r)c.. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM
ISCINTliLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT.
KENTUCKY REAL_ ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
.fl4
tr.DG a (4 W. WIIIITTEMOILE. P414%8403.
".
"P"MoorW.
Undertakers and EmbnImers,i .
30 SOUTH THIRD ST, PADUCAHMO•
MAIM, LIINGLR & CO„
L. L. BEBOUT •
T at..•
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insur.ancel
Phones: Office 385—Residence kt9
Paducah
Steam Dye-Wucks
If you went y..ur clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Jose 329 South Third Street. I have
The nicest line GS samples for tints
in the city. Suits made ,to order.
*R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—
Will practice in all courts of Kea
HAYES
Free Delivery— Telephone 756.
Having secured the services of Mr.
John Niehaus, he would be pleased
to meet his friends and old custom-
em, promising them the quickest ser-
vice and nothing Initiate best drugs
at reasonable pikes
Seventh
and
Broadwi.
Lemon Chill toni" c
IS A _GENERAL TONIC. 41
A CERTAIN CHILL CUREs
A PURE BLOOD REMED#If'd
WILL CURE NERVOUS 'mien,-
'ILES AND WILL RESTCortigePtlE
WEAK AND SICKLY /Id -4eR,
FE?T HEALTH. e Leo et
FbIR SALE AT ALI.
STORES. 
• slam'. ti
to Atoms.
Iasi nee.
VCURSIft
--. isvettnOt
%St. Louis and Tennessee IA pjfek-
et con ,ainy—the cheapes% an 'best
excursion out of Paducah. Iii •
rAtt.ei*te'
$8.00 tor the ?poi
Trip to lennesserister..
and - retorn. .4rt "miltyam
'tow 3bf
It is a trip of pleasure, _waters
and rest; good service, Prwilible.
goed roomA, etc. Boats'. ne4184acb
Wednesday and flaturdayr= m.
For other information :pp nu
Kager, superintendent; Frank .1- '
Brown, *goat. ,
•••:.
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I-1E REGISTER
PUBLISHED BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO..
(Incorporated)
At Register Building, 523 Broaaway.
JAMES E.-WILHELM, President.
114N WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
One Year 115eao
Six Months  2.50
rhr:e Months  1.25
One Week  :so
Anyone failing to ireceive this paper
regulraly should report the matter ra
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Wednesdat Morning, Jan. ro, 1906.
The new senator from Oregon,
Hon'Jo4nv M. Gearin, is said to be
thdIoarest man in the upper house
of congress. He is a dernoeratS'which
explains his poverty.
A Kansas father presented this
daughter's "steaelY" with the ctric
light bill sent to him. T teady"
paid the account more be se he did
not want it known he is courting
in a dark parlor than o fool the old
man as to his ity.
"olitics as I as religion aliks
erAtistay: hypocrit,but all earnest
:iticians and religious enthusiast's
•------are not hypocrits: The ratio of hyp-
ocr ta among these classes is no
larer than the ratio is among the
irdolent politicians or the non-believ-
e
The Louiseille'llerald congratulates
Speaker Lawrence over his "marked
tribute to public decency" in failing
to give a single chairmanship to any.
one of the seven representatives from
the metropolis districts. . While it is
clear the Herald pays tribute to
Speaber Lawrence jut to get to jab
the ImeisvAle "delegation" of usurp-
ers every ward the Herald aays is 
liven merited pralsi to the speaker
and just 'rub" to the usurpers. Says
the Herald:
"Speaker Lawrence has, in his com-
mittee assignments, paid marked trib-
ute to public decency. Not sine chair-
manship goes to the Louisville house
"delegation- of .seveiveven with Tom
...Drewry at its, head '6 * * A cold
shoulder verily has Speaker Lawrence
-given the so-called "Louisville dele-
gation." which has just 25 much right
to represcnt this city and county at
Frankfort as' it gha9 fn ,claim seats
, there on behalf of a CAngo Free -State
• conitittieney. The Louisville `Ade-
' gittion" is in hard luck and will be in
' 'harder yet before the good old Sum-
mer time comes back with its warm
rays and genial rains to fall alike on
the. rightsous and the unrighteous "
The approaching election in Eng-
land is going to result in better days
Ireland. The nature of the can-
, vass. which 4s largely upen home rule
for the "green island," promises its
people if not home role a seat much
closer to Great Britair's ruler. The
fact is a tribute to the good efforts
of 'the late immortal Gladstone. lie
first sowed the seed for peace • be-
tween the Irish and the English and
when he disestablished the Trish
Protestant church he secured greater
liberality on the-park of the' Ettgli5-h; 4t1 aa5c"
ntiftemta1
rvrail
toward the Math, and the present con.
4.tions have'gratually resulted. To
recall 14ie bitterness txliting between
i-Areland and England 20 years, ago and
eompare it with the loyal patriotism
of the Irish today and the owing
disposition on the part of the Eng-
.to treat all just demands of this
Old political' foes with fairness and
dire atiareciation presents an astonish-
ing change in that seiitiment which
ever follows education., thought and
justice between men and men. -This;
however, is but a result of progres-
sive toloiation—the "giving and tak-
ing'', of 4h4e or. governineensi-7-which
1., gradually making all the 
-world
akin and placing happitteSs .and Pros..
liktrity 'wherti grief, and destruction
diereteifore held' sway. England* and
!Mandl ,Tnag not secognire the fact,
het the wort , eipeeially America,
44/4 a deegIrtieres:f in their approach
+In election anal recognizes fully what
•
A French specialist, iiho may also
be an agent for a vineyard, says wine DOCTOR CURED
is a preventive of appendicitis. The
size of the dose is not stated, but it
must be something like five ounces
occasionally frequently repeated. Alt,
aoa••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••,.....--...
Of EC1EMAMonsieur? •
Kanstis is moving to separate her
schools to draw the color line. The
race question thus travels West from
the South, to the elevation of the
West, of course. When it starts
East then will it soon become settled
for all time.
Maryland Physician Cures Himself of
.Eczema with. Cuticura Remedies.'
Prescribes Them and Has Cured
Many Cases Where Other Formulas
Have Failed—Dr. Fisher Says*
• 
What blowing and boasting people CUTICURA REMEDIES
'fan make when somebody else foots
the bills. Just stop the supply ot POSSESS !TRU' MERIT
 
.Wind (cash) for these wind bags and
Watch 'how they sink into insignifi-
cance. This little reference is applic-
able to a very wide extent.
Tennessee has become suet: a tem-
perance.state, that all candidates now
Di-l ithe- hustings in the state are using
"the water wagon" as the vehicle to
reach office, The adaption is rema!-.
gogical to an extent, of course, tint
any vehicle to get into office is only
any pojt in a storm.
*ley face was ted th eczema
In the year 1807. I used the Cuticura
Remedies, and was entirely eared. I
am a practicing physician and very
often prescribe Cuticura Resolvent and
Cuticura Soap in cases of eczema, and
they have cured where other formulas
have failed. I am not in the habit of
endorsing patent medicin but when
I find remed11.1 poaseasui MO merit,
such as the Cutieura Rem . do, I am
1 broad-minded enough to proclaim their
virtues to the world. I have-Wen prac-
ticing medicine for sixteen years, and
must say I fiad your Remedies A No. I.
You are at liberty to publish this letter,
• or any ge.:Cof it. I remain, very troutZ
Some figures . New Ntork's tax rdu.r,Bkay 2.411; 1Pisher905.” ' IL D" Big P1
valuation are give in another column.
They are interesting, particularly the
showing as to the great increase in
valuations and the large personality
shown. The tax supervisors of Pa-
titscah could read these figures with
great benefit to the city, no doubt.
Pays to .Support the Machine.
(Louisville Herald.)
Politicians are not all in politics
just for the 'bracing atinowhere,
They look, in many instances, for
,something w.41w,hich they scan buy
things. Here is a tale in point told
by that good 'Democratic sheet, the
Bourbon News: The last general as-
sembly voted tile fate college a grant
of $15.000. Auditor Hager rurned.the
vote Cawn as uncorLO list ional.
Then--the henna of directors—wise
men, as sure as you live—employed
Louis alicQuown, chairman, of the
state central democratic committee;
Eli Brown, spealcit of the last home
of representative and W. 0. Daps.
a democratic o 'al of Woodrord
county, to lug case , to some
court thail eBretinste Auditor
Hager's conseitntious scruples. When
it comes ti:k constitutional objections.
Auditor Hager's conscience is ex-
tremely delicate. But with the kindly
attentions of three' such eminent tic]
kindly gentlemen as thpse selected by
the directors 
marked changes can be effected, even
with so vigorous a constitutional
jurist as the Hon. S. B. Hager.
The Court of Appeals decided that
Mr. 'Hager was somewhat in error
,on the constitution, and ordered the
trifle of $15,000 Paid over to the col-
lege. The grateful college directors
handed over $5,000 the lawyers
..-ho so deftly turned the trick on
their behalf.
Now- the college peopte are going
to. ask the legislature for $too.000.
ShOfild Aud.rfor }lager declare that
grant unconstitutional: and .his potts
scruples in that respect may cause
him so to do. ..the lion. Lewis Mc-
Quown and his collegues may. for a
fee "f $33.3.9.33, collect the Stoo.noo
for the college. ' 1
ti pays very often to be a lawyet
of any kind. It alaays pays-to be
machine lawyer.
RAILROAD FIGHT
FOR TERMINALS
Sitts.rastilt
%het fs'IWS
Ple •
Jur to an increiced
arisen, the twee'ped-
116,f; •
•
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Harriman and Gould Contesting. for
_Ground in Paciffc Coast City.
Oaklatult, Cal.. January co.—Another
strategic move in the battle betWeen
E. H. Harriman and Gehrge
for possession of a strip- of tilled
ground on the North Oakland Creek
wall, jutting into Srn FrnnPiaco Hay,
was made yesterday when the South-
ern Pacific caffittrany began the erec-
tion of an immence shed on the
growls) that the Western Pacific in
seeking to seenre for a terminal for
Between I i'clvek. in the afterpocm
and 6 o'clock in the evening the
Southern Vic:fic shad comp'-' d a new
survey of its holdings between the
tracks already laid 'by the company
and the property claimed by the com-
peting wad.
During this time engineers and
surveying crews representing the
Gould intettsta were as Misily en-
-gaged in stirverintrelsoae„to the lines
of the rival corporation. oAt times
the crews of both sides worked but
twenty feet apart, while stake drivers
and laborers were shoulder to
shoulder on the dividing lines.
The disputed trip of latet whiedI is
now partially occupied by the Stith-
ern Pacific building is 1,o8o feet long.
I.t is anticipated that it his Western
Pacific lays rails td secure 'a right of
way through this strip it wili make
arrangements to construct a tempor-
ary landing, further tip he channel.
Marcus A. Smith, who is again rep-
resenting Arizeria in congress, is dean
of the territorial delegate., this being
fltis eighth term 
Irak...mm.64mm
CUT1CURA-THE SET, $1.
Complete Treatment for Every'
• Humor from Pimples
J to Scrofula
Bathe the affected parts with hot
water and Cuticura Soap, to cleanse
the surface of crusts and scales and
soften the thickened cuticle; dry,
-without hard rubbing, and apply
Cuticura. Ointment freely, to allay
itching, irritation, and inflammation,
and soothe and heal; and, lastly, take
Cuticura Resolvent Pills to cool and
cleanse the blood. A single set, costing
but one dollar, is often sufficient to
cure the most torturing, disfiguring,
itching, burning, and scaly skin, scalp,
and blood humors, with loss of hair,
from infancy to age, when all else fails.
alma osseerossne. porde' of road
CdiouraLe Xs, Oldedd, ardwist de. (to
mEddy
wadi had Dyne sad Chita Corp,
to Cum Tortadig, Didrullidg
••••••••d ma Are'
FROM SMITHLAND
MR. CHARLES RUTTER CAME
DOWN HERE TO
LOCATE
This FiaCe Has Acquired Many Good
Residents From That City in
Past Ye-'r or Two.
MT. Charlss Rutter of Smithland.
yes:44*day moved to this city to :•ve
and takes his home. in the 'propeity
bought at alladison and Fountain
avenue. He is the well knowieformer
merchants of that chy who has, dis-
posed oLhis business to come here.
Padiicah has acquired a nether of
good people 'from Smithland during
the past year or two. Hon. John K.
Hendrick has sold hi st home there,
and bought the Maxwell residence on
Broacltway near Ninth street, and is
now awaiting possession, of the new
place to as to move nis _family down.
Dr. -C. E.' Purcell, the well known
specialist has moved here during the
past year from there, as has Lawyer
Charles C. Grassham. Attorney Lal
Threlkeld came down from Salem, a
short distance from Smithlanel. to as-
sociate hint-sell with Mr. Grassham.
Drs. Frank and Henry fluky. have
been here several years from that
city, while Mr. R. H. McQuire.
Smithland's former Postmaster, has
cast his lot in Paducah. Mr. Rolls
Miller of lite Fowler-Crumbaugh boat
sto?e -has moved down, as las. his
lizother Me. Leslie Miller of the Fels
dry goods house. 'Mr. -Gilbert Pre's-
nell has moved here also, while a
number of other people from that
plate have selected Paducah as their
home, and they make excellent citi-
zens, being leading, reliable and re-
sponsible gentlemen of profession
and business.
•
Effects of Canary Bird Seed.
(Indianapolis Journal.),
A Kansas man's svA'e left hint to
run the house and get his own meals
for a week or two. He cooked, as he
thought, the breakfast food every
morning. Wfhen The wife returned
site noticed that her husband twit-
tered and he himself acknowledged
in inclination to warble. It was
found that he had cooked' and Wen a
whole package of canary seed'. He
says he is always resisting an :inclina-
tion to sleep with his head under his
arm,
Fuller Soap. •
Tthe only soap, mentioned. in script-
ure. Specially adapted for every-
body. 2 rake9 for 5c. Don't forget
the teth and 13th, Market house.
Kalamasoo Banker Is 41eld.
Kalamazoo. Mich., Jan. 0—George
Polasky, a director Of the' Central
bank anti of several manufacturing
indnetries, was- arteatetf , tOday.
ebarged with flaudulently alreatin
Si3,000 bank hinds: -61--
, • • 
• Mr. J. B. trarleigl: is here, trkm
• ; wi‘ti air,. , , .,40.14opkiasville, Ky.
Jim Merris, colored, kitted his wife
it Chattanooga by splitter her head
N.
—
,
NOT YET KNOWN
IS IS EXTENT OF FORGED
STOCK OF NORFOLK &
WESTERN R. R.
Must 11..ve Been Done by a Group
Equipped With Money and
Ingenuity,
••••••••••••..
- New York, Jan. g.—Investigation
Olio the counterfeiting of certificates
of 'stock of the Norfolk & Western
-railroad was continued in this city
yesterday but officiall'interested were
unable to estimate the amount of the
fraud.
The New York Stock Eadiange
has requested that banking loinses
througout the couiitry, examine their
holdings to ascertain if there are any
fraudulent Norfolk & - Western certi-
ficates amony them. Returns from
this examination will take some days,
it is expected. A number of holders
of the itbek' caned at the Guaranty
Trust co; yesterday for the purris..:
of havinF their stock examined, 'but
ITO additional counterfeits were dio
covered.
Done at Pittsburg.
Information xvhich came to I.. tht
yesterday regarding the earftialeasi
of the -bogus certificate of too shires
of the common stock of the Tdorfolk
Western railroad, discovery of
su hich was made on .Friday in the
transfer office here, tends, it ie said,
to show that the certificate originated
in Pittsburg. The certifitate appears
to have been 'Marled there on a
joctrney•which took it through brok-
erage concerns in Cleveland and
Boston to this city.
What makes the Stock Exchange
authorities and the detectives onitr the
more certain that Pittsburg people
are in the plot is the fact that the
name of a-Pittsburg brokerage con-
cern,' which only recently has had a
partner in N w York, was forged a
guaranteeing the endorsement of,th•o,
certificate by "Thomas A. Harris.'' r siggissusss—
the fictions "original holder," is
whose name the certificate was
IMPORTANT NOTICU
We beg to inform the public of Paducah and nay that we have
'Opened a etOre
640 BRPADWAY WITH A FINE LINE OF
WATCHES AND JEWELRY
First in Years.
According to the Guaranty Trust
company officials, the transfer agents, 
I
it is the first successful attempt
counterfgiting a certificate made with
all the skill of the expert manufact-
Also a complete line of Eye-Glasses and Spectacles. We sell
Elgin or Waltham ‘VatOlesi.,with 2° year Cases for Sio.00.
LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY FOR MORE BARGAINS.
. FE,P.AIOING DEPARTMENT.
---
w-, *WI 4.4
epal .$ Departmefito
We pride ,ourselvee in t, ,depitrtment, 1 which turns out our wdrk
promptness, BEST OF W1Jt1CIASH1P, and at prices,, which defy
competition. We malse a cialty in repairing .Fine French Clocks.
and Engli,h Hall Chime Clo Clocks called for and delivered at
your request. We do Gold ,40sd Silver plating at short notice and short
prices Diamonds, re-•:iet white you wait. We will take in exchange for
any purchase any OLD GOlitlf and SILVER Which you have .no use
Ifor, givipg you full aairket. v ue for same, which i about the same as
giving you- $* Go for d Goods.
WATCH GLASSES' FREE IN OUR OPENING, TO ALL WATCHES.
LEFT TO REPAIR AT THESE REDUCED PRICES FOR
30 DAYS ONLY
Watches eleantel and examined
New Mainspring, best quality
New Case or l:lairSpring
New Jewels, whole or cover
 75c up Watch llands toe tip'
 75c up Watch Glasses toe up
 
75c Up Watch Keys  Sc
soc up.
We are the cheapest in Watch and Jewelry repairing In Paducah.
work guaranteed for one year. Highest price paid for Old Gold and
Silver.
A. POLLOCK
All
•••
Watch Maker, Manufacturing Jeweler and Optician.
NE'.'.' PHONE 113-R tiao BROADWAY, PADUCAH, KY.
Credit to those who need it.
• •••M,••
J. W. HUGHES
urers of securities since the early 8os. Office Phone 484-ABehind the plot, those acquainted
with all the facts firmly believe, there Residence Phone 323
will eventually be found a group of 
persons- equipped with money and in-
genuity. At least one of these per-
sons was an expert lithographer. An-
other member of the group, they be-
lieve, was a man conversant with the
New York stock exchange, and still
a third person was one with sufficient
respectability arid- means to negotiate
with brokers.
That a group so constitutsd should
stop after successfully negotiating
one certificate, according to those con
cerned in runnirg th• thing down, is
beyond belief.
Firm Says Its Name Was Forged.
Pittsburg, Jan. re--Concerning the
counterfeiting stock certificates of the
Norfolk & Western railroad and the
report that too shares of the worth-
less stock, bearing the names of
"Thomas H. Harris- and "E. L.
Green- and the guarantee of Henry
Sproul & Co.., brokers, of. this city,
had conic to the surface in New York,
Henry Sproul emphatically states that
the signature of his firm has been
forged.
•
FIRST WEDDING.
Justice John Bleich Performed
First Ceremony Yesterday.
His
GENERAL INSUR.ANCE
116 Fraternity Building
riAyAlliyAyAsmrayasgEs4sim.f&
IMPORTANT
-wpm*
, 1
• • • 10,46 !
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J. L. WOLFF t,
Jeweler
ri
ipariirik gx (*.ek Irk ark- -21% ark arrk *X Sri :irk IV
It is poor economy to have
your watch repaired by the
CHEAP man.
You want FIRST CLASS .
work at Reasonable prices.
We fill the bill exactly.
To Improve and Preserve Your Beauty
USE NADINE FACE POWDER
Yesterday at poen Justice John J.
Bleicle. A h e new magistrate for his 1i
district. ad t' first opportunity to
-, -
try. his hand at performing marriage
ceremodigs. since coming into office
the first of this year. The couple
was Miss-Anne Thar- atfil Lawr-nre
Pearson. of Armsteaii. Ill., and the
ceremony was performed by the mag-
istrate at the laiter's office on Legal
Row. He did exellently and was
mcoplimentary for - the dignified and
tight manner in which be tied the
knot, which is of the kind he says
never will come undone.
The New York State Narmal col-
lege at Albany was damaged by fire
last night to the eitent of Satan,000.
t 
The Erre Hotel building, a lacd-
mark at 13arbourville, Ky., was de-
stroyed by fire.
Repreftentatite McCreary, of Penn-
sylvania, !has introduced ir the House
a bill to provide for improvement in
the breeding of horses for army pur-
poses.
James L. Driscoll, a member of -the
Kenton county board Of equalization,
dropped .dead of heittorrhage of the
brain at his hothe in Ludlow, Ky.
_
The jury hdrbein coMpleted to try
William H. York,. obargell with the
murder at Latvreneeburg, Ky., of his
aged brother, James R. York.
MidehierinaUs_Johie r. Millet, of
Lancaster, !Ey., was arrested at An-
napolis on rliarges a hazing and wilt
be give na et:fort-martial.
_ 1 , •
• Tr :."-IC
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THE 'MAD NO 1M:
In Green Boxes Only.
SUPERIOR IN QUALITY. HARM-
LESS AS WATER.
Nadine Face Powder is: compound•
ed and purified b ya newly discovered
process. Produces a beautiful, soft
velvet appearance, which remains un-
til washed off. Ladies Who use Na-
dine Face. Powder in green boxes
are sure the complexion Will be fresh
and lovely at close of the evening.
The quality Is unequaled. Buy
one 5o cent package and if you are
not entirely satisfied notify tia, and
we will promptly rsfund your money.
Sold by leading druggists, or mail.
Price so cents. White, Flesh, Pink,
Brunett.
TATUATF.
, •SoId la Paducah by all Leading
fruggists.
4rei 461 4411 40f4.41If 4111X
XMAS IS GONE, BUT
Bled's Jewelry Store
• is still headquarters for anything
in the line.
224 Broadway, - PADUCAH, KY.
XimorstiatglsagNOMONIFSIMAN
4 -
•
'Pr>
•
•
•
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Largest Stock oWest Prices SatistactiOn fivaran cod
 Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Co.
BOTH PHONES 72 - SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
`.•
HOOK IN EYE
WILLFORD TIMMONS HURT IN
PECULIAR MANNER YES-
TERDAY.
Brent Janes Will Be Moved Home
Sunday From Hospital—Little
-oing Alright.
Yesterday shortly after -noon Wil-
ford Timmons, of giglith and Camp-
trek streets, was mbist,painfully hurt
at the Pat LAP-grocery, on Tenth
yid Trhle streets. lie came near
getting his left eye gouged out by
a sharp book thatihang's on the post
in front of the store, where meat is
hung for display purpcises,
The boy. (hives the wagon and
bitchy*, up the horSes,for the esearb,„
lishment. Yesterday he drove up to
in front of the place, coming in with
the wagon right dose to the post on
which hung the sharp pointed hook
The lad !card trom his seat fo
ground, and In flis descent Ire came
,rthse to the honk that it cau
the lower, else lid, jerked that
and then tore its way through the
skin above thy eye creating a moat.
ugly and painful gash. The boy was
taken to Dr. Jeff Robertson's estab-
/ishinent where .$h..- was
dressed, and he then. carried to his
home on Campbell. lie is about
fifteen years of age. Fortunately the
hook camel Only. a part of. the eye-
ball and cut .it, but the sight wit) not
be effected.
Continues Doing Well.
Mr. Brent Janes continues onpross
mg daily at. .Riverside hospital as re-
sult of the operation performed. on
him ..ne week since, for stomach
I. 
truunle, lie will next Sunday be
moved to his home on North
-S.veutIi str.eiLatsi 42Y 'hilt etiar hs:
,.wih hive s - ..'ently recthertrethit
strength to be taken from tbe private
ward at the institution of Fourth and
Clay streets. *
Move Lad House.
The son. of Mr. William Little, of
Harrison near 'Tenth street, con-
tinues doing well at the hospital ip
Cairo' wherehe is undergoing treat-
ment for the crushed ankle, that was
injured whilerbe was trying to leap
aboard a waving freight train at
Cairo Junction two weeks ago. JtP•t
as soon as the boy oct& well enough.
be will he hAight to ma home in this
city. .
•
Nerrow Escape.
. The two-year-old daughter of
Special Police Dick Tolbert of the
I. C. yards4 had a narrow "TOT
from being poisoned badly yesterday
afternoon, aj their bottle on West
Harrison street, By quick action on
part of Dr. J. W. Pendley the little
one was brought around, alright.
The chld was left at linnie with it.
older sister while the mother was
away. The sister- gave it a bottle to
play with. not thinking of what was
inside. The viet, contained oil of
cedar and the. baby pnlled out the
cork and gulped down the poisonous
contents. Dr. Pemlley was Lquiekly
stmanwined and gave the little one an
emetic that, caused her to vornit aod
relieve herself. of the dangerous sub-
stance. Por a while the girl was in
a pretty bad fix, but is doing alright
early this morning.
SOAP FOR EVERYBODY.
'The Prices of Toilet Soaps, From the
Factory, at Prices Cut All to
Pieces.
I will be in the city for two "days
-with a large shipment of hue Toile
Soaps that were left on %band e#ien
the Beaumont Scrap Co. quit busi-
ness at Mayfield., and will sell *ern
to you at your own prie. A finer
quality of Toikt Soap. was never
put upon the market before, yet these
Soaps must and, go. at onca. ,
No such opportunity ireassieitse of-
fered the people of thislown before
t r. get fine toilet srAps at etecit prices.
For the next thrbe days)L can Ate
found with thresel-ShAps 'itt' She Mar-
;let bowie, January. tath and ,13th.
will only be here two d -S. Call
st' nnce.
• #,•
den. MacAtthwr, United States undertaker of Decatur, but he did
Army, is the guest of Gen. Ititellsenev, t not gisse any particolars as to her*
the RI, oh tontillander-iresoliief in Oh- the tInfortunate man came to .his
die, at' the military maneuvers on the violent death.
,sssasisga of the visit of else prince and
Prillre,,, (if Wales.
TWO DISTRICTS
SUPERVISORS HAVE COM-
PLETED TWO MAGISTER-
IAL SECTIONS.
Mr. Lee Potter Preparing to Ccillact
in AN the Poll Tames Due fee•
Last Year.
••
YeSterday the ,countar, supervisors
started in upon the property in the
third 'magisterial diatrict which is
one of the most important territories
of the city and county, as it includes
the business portion of the town,
where l'es the !writ salu.ablf prop-
erty. The board completed the first
and second districts and have gotten
through the "Ws" in the third dis-
trict.
The supervisors are making giany
raises as they go along, they valuing
the property for county and state tax
purposes, and tfiey believe it will be
week after next before, they get
through rising the property, and
have before., them the protesting
property owners. One of the super-
visors yesterday said it was most
amusing to dote some people -Who do
not give in all their ,p,roperty. He
continued, -hat for instance out of
the many districts and names gone
over, they bad found where, only
three cows were given in fat alEf
Mechanicsburg. while to their Per-
sonal knowledge there are at least
several hundred .up there..
One of the city board of super-
visors yesterday stated; tellernaiort
that the Third street irbn furnace
had never paid any taxes was erron-
eous, as regards municipal taxes, as
Mr. E. C. Lackland has been paying
for seigeral yeyti, about $700 each
feAdiv;,,insiestelles. t • A
Mr. Lee Potter. former sheriff, is
busily engaged going over his poll
tax book for tgos and intends com-
mencing otillecting from every deba-
rment who will be brought into the
courts, unless he pays. 
, •
Mr. Potter went out of offiee tne
first of this year, hut was maJe_the
collector of poll taxes due the
county for ups. lie is given until the
April term of -fisgal court in which to
make. the ,collections and turn the
money into the hands ape cotinty
authorities. There are many him-
deists Apon'the dettnettent liSt. hut he
intends collecting every single one.
LADY KILLED
MRS., DR. GILLUM FATALLY
INJURED BY FALL AT
MARION.
Lieutenant Potter Received Message
Saying That Olin Yaden Was
Killed at Decatur, Ill.
•
Aoki, the first j lila snador
to Wastringfr;n, w#bbty bring '
. I,.., a Geriturn mit#4.,
with him t n tills (Angry 's wife,4c, .
idoC.ated r Ilia
lion. John 4f. Hendrick yesterday
received-word from Marion, Ky., that
Mrs.•Nannie Gillam had fallen upon
the slippery street there and injured
herself in ruch a manner that death
resulted shortly thereafter. The
lady was close friend of the Hendrick-
family, and was one of the most
°Stemmed and prornisent people of
that ticinity. Her hinbagd). was an
eminent physiciae during' life, but
died , about fifteen' or eighteen years
ago. ,
bb's. Gillum was fifty five-years of
Age and is survived by several chil-
dren. In her younger days she was
regarded the most beautiful woman
in that pat of the state, and age did
not cause her to lose much of her
striking perSonality.
sit ia probable that fthe funeral ser-
vice will be constricted sometime to-
day at that place.
Killed At 191.catur.
'Lieut. Thomas Potter, of the police
force' last evening received a tele-
gram from Decatur. Ilk; stating that
Jelin Yarden had been killed in that
city yesterdrity, and claimed to 'have
#4/1Atives id tBe city of Paducih.  The
dispanch'tame from J. J. Morin, an
The eltj- dirtletryy does not Show
any namestif Virden, and the authori-
ties are nos:, looking. at und to see
if his relajivu tp he located. a* the
undertaker aigkefl that this be done
in s something eou)* be dote
dor' rap,* that are being bald
-
•
WANTS $40,000-
•
SCHOOL TRUSTEES DESIRE
THIS MUCH FROM THE
CITY,
There Is Referred to Committee the
Question of Outside Children
Paying Tuition.
At the meeting of the school board ;
last evening- the trustees deeided
that it would take about $to,000 to
run the schools- ,during 1906. As
they get aboutt$20,0o0 each year front
the state sthool fund out of the
„psse a Ls. simerinteadent of public
Instrucsion at Frankfort, that means
they desire $4o,otact,this year from the
city of Padacah taxes, therefoie they
decided to task for this amount, and
President Harry WAlliamson named
his finance committee of Trustees
List, Karnei and Troutman, so they
could go ahead and fix out the budget
which %vitt be presented to the- coun-
cil and aldermen next week.
The law permits the school board
to get 35 cents upon every $roo worth,
of.staxable property in this city. HT
this 35 centf will bring more than
$40,000, thai matters not as only the MOTION
amount asked will be given the board. COME
while to the reverse, if the 35 cents
does not bring $4o,o,00, the trustees
-wild not get what they leant as rE..y
cannot go above the stipulated 35
cents. It took about $51,000 to run
the schools last year, but the educa-
tional department for the municipality
is yearly growing and the naoney
needed increases proportionately to
net the demands.
The members present last evening
were Williamson, Backenbach, Gall-
man, Karnes, Pitcher, List and Wat-
store
Item-tiers
comprising
were given
List, Morris and Petter,
the appointed. commithee.,
further time in which ti
report upon the eligibility of Member
William Byrd, some claiming the hat- 1
ter cannot sit in the body because he
is a clerk to the county board of,
supervisors. The contention is that;
one person- cannot at the same time
hold two Sitaltlic offices,
The laws Itipnlate that children
Jiving outside the city limits have to
pa- tuition to attend the public
schools inside town, the sum exacted
being $.; per month.. Jessie Tapp and
another of the county. who are tie-
ing here iw town g•iAh relatives
porarily, want to go to the iclioots,
and there was referred to a . com-
mittee of‘tiilianislin.' Pitcher and
List the question air to whether or
not they Will have torty the tuition.
There'are seet v of-the state lows
providing that hildren are loo
poor to buy tog attend school,
that the purelta-ses for the indigent
ones will have to be made out of
county public funds. As there, are
a number of-questions under this bead
coming up at different times,'the
Peopoeitiors-was referred to the cord-
mittee on schools that is xet' to be
appointed by the president. who has
not finished naming all his com-
mitteemen. He _hist rushed the
.finance committee selection throngh
last evening in order to let them
go ahead and 'prepare the budget
showing the schools monetary wants
fislm the linunicipal legislative boards
that fix the tax's' rate and allot to each
public department the amount of
cash necessary to linquidate expenses.
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WORKMEN APPROVE OF LID
Applaud Minneapolis Mayor on Sun-
day-'Closing Issue.
Minneapolis, NVints. Jan. 9.- "Men,
are you with me inseloshig the Sun-
'day saloons?" Mayor Ii P. Jones of
llanneaprilis May buried this Imes-
peeted question at soo workmen from
all parts of north America.
There was it moment's silence.
Then someone in the rear of the hall
started to applaud, another took it tip
and in an. ins`ant .loo stone masons
and bnieklayers frons every corner of
the country sent a roar of applause
through the hall that brought the
mayor its the. very edge of the stage
and smiles to the face* of Governor
Jrolm A. Johnson and Father J. M.
Cleary, who sat back of he mayor.
DON'T LOSE AN OPPOITRINITY I
•
TO TRY OUR
2.00 SHOES
ALL STYLES ALL LEATHERS
EVERY PAIR WARRANTED
We Do Repairing
Lendler & Lydon
Phone 675. 309 Broadway.
DOCTORS' SUIT
FOR NEW TRIAL WILL
UP TOMORROW AT
WICKLIFFE.
Not Until Today Will There 'Be Fin-
ished Examining Trial of
Hodge and Johnson.
Yesterday lion. Hal Corbett and
Judge Richard Lightfoot received no-
tice from Wickliffe, Ky., that Dr.
Dorris had made a motion for a new
trial there of the damage suit Miss
Lula Warlord -has against him for al-
ttelgefeWhatticactice. Judge Bugg has
tact Abirsoinoss as the time for 'hearing
argutrients on the new trial motion,
and at that time either Mr. Corbett
oi Judge Lightfoot will go down to
represent Miss Warford, they being
her legal counsel.
Last, week at first trial of the liti-
gation the jury gave their client $1,-
oob damages against the physician, be-
!cause the latter improperly set her
!wrist when it was broken a year or
Iwo ago, and caused it to knit in a
crooked manmor.
Not Yet Finished.
There was not completed yesterday
I
at the Clinton, Ky., court, the exam-
ining trial of Cheat 'Hodge and Bob
Johnson. who are charged with as-
sassinating Pink Head near that city
eighteen months ago. Word over
the king distance tel.:phone to The
iRegister stated that it woitkLbe this
, morning before the preliminary would
be. finished with. " Hodge lives right
ioutside of Paducah in the county.
1
Waiting for Time.
Hon. Hal Corbett has so Ally big 
'
tawstrits in the.civil circuit court now
tz here that he cannot tell when he
11-1tiV t 'a' way/time stiftielent to ge '
'for Cape Girardeau, Mo., and file in
;the United States court there the $10,
'coo damage suit of 'Captain Frank
Farosley against the city authonTeS
'of NewsMithisi,'Mos, for locking up
,the captain during the yellow fever
I
siege hr'q summer. They claimed he
tiled to force an entrance into New
Madrid in violation of the quarantine
i
laws. but he contends when they re-
fused to let him land, he started back
-in a skiff to his boat, but they made
ihirs.conte hack to the bank and put
'him in jail for several hours.
. Royal Arch Masons.
There will he work in ahl the de-
grees at 4:30 p. m., Tuesday, Jan. 9th,
took
ilaminet at 6:3o. Visitors cordially
invittd.
I. 0. WALKER, H. P.
tHAS. HOLLIDAY, Sec
..Big Ball et Creel Springs.
Mrs. Daniel Hirkness, new mana-
ger and lessee of the Ozark Ilotel of
Creal Springs, Ill.,. wishOs to. an-
nounce through. the columns of The
Daily Regkter that rth,e will give a
mid-winter ball and banquet on the
evert of January 17th, and she extends
BRIBE OFFERED BY GAMBLER
• ' 
Centraf.Falls, R. T.,)Jan.
Thomas M. McNally of this city-an-
nounced today that tivo men inter-
ested in garriblittg, accompanied - by
tiro politIcians, called upon -him re-
cently aria offered. him $5o0 a month
if he would gernsit the‘operting:41
gambling-house In Cengal Otitis
mayor- saye 'he 'refused, Op- proposi-
tion. .
a hearty welcome to old patrons of
I
the houSe AA Well as new ones.
This is a bankrupt sale and mast
he
 
sold. , Come and took at this fine
toilet “vap at 'toe per box. Z. T.
Lout/. trustee, Markrt house.
I' The Northwestern of Milwaukee.Let me tell you about.,it before
. you do anything further.
+ • d _ C. B. NATFI gilt, As. t.
141.:•a•
J •
...• .-:=suagn
Newest and Best Music
Latest Copyright Books
Up-to-date Box Papers
And Fine Stationery
By the Pound or Quire
ALL AT CUT PRICES
Harbour's Book Dept.
 •
DON GILBLRTO
at his Optical Parlors has a large display
of the
Victor Talking ,frfachines
prices ranging from $15 to $100.
The Victor fo; $22.00
I?. A BEAUT. REMEMBER J AM THE FIRST MAN TO PUT
THE PRICES DOWN ON RORD. MY PRICES ARE.:
7-inch, 35c 10-inch, 60c 12-inch, $1.00
THESE ARE ALL NEW RECORDS, BRAND NEW FROM THE
FACTORY. MY-BUSINESS HAS BEEN INCREASED
IDLY I HAVE HAD TO OPEN AN EXTRA PARLOR TO DIS-
PLAY THIS LINE.
I HANDLE EVERYTHING TO REPAIR BROKEN VICTOR
Mi6CHINES. COME TO ME WITH YOUR TROUBLES .WITH
YOUR MACHINES AND I WILL GIVE YOU ALL INFORMATION
HOW TO CLEAN AND- FIX THEM. •A LL INFORMATION
ABOUT OUR MACHINES GRATIS.
WHEN YOU BUY RECORDS FROM ME YOU *DON'T BUY A
PIG IN A BAG—YOU HEAR EVERY ONE PLAYED AND
"NOT SATISFACTORY YOU NEEDN'T BUY.
I CARRY A VERY LARGE ASSORTMENT OF NEEDLES—
THE VERY FINEST VICTOR'S AND OTHER WES, WHICH I
FURNISH TO MY CUSTOMMERS, GIVING THEM THE PROFITS
ON MY NEEDLES.
MY VICTOR TALKING MACHINE PARLORS ARE OPEN
FROM i P. M. TO g P. M.
The Victor Talking Machine Man,
DON GILBERTO
606 S. Fourth St., Cor. Jackson, PADUCAH, Ire
WATER NOTICE.
Patrons of the Water Company
are reminded that their water rent
expired Dec. 31st. Those who desiie
to renew them should do so before it
is forgotten, as all premises not paIll
for on or before January loth, will
be shut off.
The prompt payment of water
Ilya will save vexation and CoSt to
the consumer, and unpleasant duties
aid annoyance to the company':
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Buffet,
Palmer House Bar,
I.. A. Lirgomarsino.
411111110114414•  4
ALDEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney -at-Law.
Iiitmm No. S. Columbia Ilkiblims.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificating,
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in five -
utes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
428 Broadway.
NOTICE!
, _Highest price paid for second-hasad
btoN2es ecrzcl
• FZIPrZitlitte.
Buy anything and sell everYthislt-
sziosao Court street Old phone. OIL
Clem F mash&
. Novhag wagon in conneedra.
/Mere Like Fiction Than 'Truth.The experietice of. Florence F.Smith, the "Tabloid" prima-donna
of the "San Toy" company, when putin print reads like fiction to those
who are unacquainted with the op-portunities that arc thrown i the
way of ambitious girls of talent wholook to the stage as a profession.
Within twelve months Miss Sinith
:has advanced from a position just atrifle better than the chorus, and
which catried with it a salary of $25per week, to that of a prima-donna
of one of the best musical, plays ofthe period, and the receipt of an en-
velope every Tuesday night that con-tains $150 in current money.
Just a year ago Miss Smith" oc-
▪ cupied the humble position Qf one-
sixth of the wifely possessions, of
woifon How, the Mandarin, who is such
a conspicious figure in the. story ofthe Chinese
-English comic operas-and
who makes frequent and humorous
reference to his tendencies to Mor-
monism, by singing about- his "sixlittle wives," but she only remained
e in that capacity for a brief period'
Mr; Fisher remarked that she sang
se' much better than the other "wives"
and acted in such a thoroughly cap-tivating manner that the authors
would doubtless have omitted the in-troduction of the other five, if theyhad seen her performance, and cOre
signed Yon How to go through the
three hours of musical gayety • :th
such a single wifely encutie' •
While debating the subject ee-laet season in Lo r Angles an • .,..
ocetireck that enabled Mr. •• -
make a change which proved of !
,advantage to the little •singer and' i..-
cidentally strengthened the caste to a
material degree.
One evening iii Los Angles Miss
Mina Rudolph. the young lady who
seci.nd tout in the ri:!e of thedatobter th Chine•se mandarin
has been (;.stinguished by . the most
cordial appreciation on the part ofthe public. Miss - Smith with Appear
as "San Toy-
 at the Kentucky theatre
on Saturday matinee and night.
Orgaaization of Klan.
T.hinge go from bad to woue untilthe men of, t:e country, following the
example or (.;her states, begin to talk
oi organizinr, the Ku-Klux Klan.Ben Gantieroa is urged to become the
chief- but is. for a time, 'restrainedby father, Dr. Cameron, a con-servative., .A.t length' Little Flora,Ben's sister, was foully. muroered bya black brut and then the oldfather, deeply stricken with grief, canhold out uo iOnger. He not onlygives his com-ent for his son to leadthe band, but he himself becomes a
member,.alwaya counseling care andprudence.
The Klan is shown in a care, whereits meetings :Ire held and where thecriminals who, nut in power by thecarpet-bag re. arc brought to jus-tice and trite' k ee the chutrt which,in the langue Ben Cameron, de-
rives its authority from the imperial
race that founded- the state of SouthGarolina.
.At The Kentucky Friday night.
---
Today, Matinee 'and Night.Much has been xvritten abeutbeauty unadorned. beauty in the honieand out, beattly on the striiit and
off. -beauty gt,re. there aneevery-
where, but nowhere is 'beauty more
ainieeciated and of more value thanon the American stage. Beauty is
one of the chief assets - of actressesin this particular the Countessliatzfeklt- is well off. The ques-
---eorrof beauty on the American stagei.as been a topic of discussion foryears and will he for years to come,hut the fact will remain the same asit is today.
1The Conine' von Hatzfeldt a
••  • • • • • ***or.... • • •••• ••••• •.n.. **•
The Fen,. •g; Girls, in "The Little Duchess," at The Kentucky Today,Matinee aid Night.
had been singing -San Toy,-
 Went for
an auto ride; the big machine took
a plunge over an embaament, in-
stantly kining the young Titan ac-
companying her. mained the chauffeurand injured Misi Radolph to such an
extent she had go retire' from the
east.
It was then that Miss Smith wasgiven an opportunity which , she
seized with eagerness. Mr.. Fisher
asked her to sing the little role andthe very first performance she "madegood." although a trifle rervous and
much 'effected by the serious accident
of her associate.
Tn a few days, however: this nee-
nusness wore eoff, - she worked :into
• the. part" and proved such a successthe remainder of the season that Mr.
Fieber saw no necessity for a change
when he took his company to Dely's
theatre. New York, towards the end
of the season,
When "San Toy" was being sent
out this se_asim Miss Smith held a
contract which x'e,s dated last winter
oung woman of 22 and has been be-te the pubt...c in musical productions
nee she was 17 years, old: Previous) her debut on the stage she was
regarded as a clever child for shedisplayed an aptitude unmistakablefor •stage work. She possessed a
voice that was sweet, strong and
_harmonious. atilt this she used to the
‘best advantage possible. Since her
entrance in the theatrical profession
she has gained her advancement by
careful study and hard work and to-day stands airiong the few pre-
eminent ones of' the light .opera
stage. That her beauty had much todo with her success there is nodoubt, but her voice and her careful
attention to details, her genuine
ability. ,bacl:ed by a determinatihn to
succeed aided very materially in
placing the young woman in the front
rink of comic' opera stars. "The
Little Duchess". and countess von
thatifeedt will he at The Kentuckytoday, matinee and night. See both
and i. tray' hepeiell
REPAIR ROOF
CONTRACTOR CHRIS MILLER
DOES THIS . RIGHT
AWAY. '‘
Mayor Will Get Provisions Into Ap-portionment Ordinances for the
City Hall and Addition,'
Mgyor Yeiser and .Con nellm
Flery Katterjohn have Made arrangeteepee with Contractor Chris Millerfie: the latter to -put men to work
right away to repatr the in roof up-
on the city hall building. Mr. Mil-ler is dive metal and sheet iron con- .N. tractor of Sixth and Trimble street,
and will start le:s men right off, as\the authorities do not want to take
elieNteee; of another heavy snow corn-ig and covering the roof that
eke in etreeme when 'that
trig a
always
oceire. Tc present fall was,such aTight nn* that it did not thave any ef-fect in this conneetien, hut theecItanc-
es are too great by delay*. Mr. Mil-is to only repair the roof at pres-
ent and put it in good,sitape to tide
neer-mrtil permanent- ant more pub.;
etatniar imerrevements are Illative this
sum Met'.
Mayor Yeieer yesterday said ,i•vit'at
Vie betieee4 it would be'better to put
tit addltiriti ao the-ctry hafl this_rtan-
mer inetead of piacii ii another story
()II the structure. N fore room has - tohe had for the public authorities andtlw mayor, so far as he has lookedhit.. the question, and this is pretty,theeongle is-of the opioion that it
would cost less to put an edition- onthe nlot of ground now occupied bythe petrel wagon house yeside the
wain buiRling and let the addition betuilt right up to Ate, city' hall proper.By putting up, the addition thereMould be need, for only three newnetts, as the present structure furn-ishes one wall already. And then ifthe addition le made there will be nonecessity of the electrical paeslengerelevator as will be needed if the ad-ditional story is placed. IIhree stor-ies is-ton high for one to climb thesteps and Nss _elevator costs about $2,-50o or $34. , that is, those of thebeet kind. 
.
The matter of making these itii-
movements to the hell has been re-torted' to the mayor and public im-provement committee, and they willtake tip the matter right away, so as
to FVe what' it will colt, -and then inthe ainxxrtioninent'ordiqance have pre)
visions .inrorpo'ratid- setting ..aside
money sufficient for the work..
The authorities have spoken of theimprovement* for several years; but
never slid anything. Now it is abso-
sue repulse. rrovelfilriallhear you are at work onhovel."
"Yes."
"Who is to bring it out?"
"I don't know yet. The highestbonus I have been-offered so far isonly $70,000, and unless the publishersshow an inclination to be more liberalmay burn it. I can't afford tocheapen my work in the estimation of
.he publie."—Chicano Record-Herald,
Disgusting Stupidity.
"Well, well, well!" said the disgustedpolitician, throwing down his paper.
"They've gone and nominated Bulitinenfor congress!"
"Mt. Rufus Builfich?" asked his wife.
"Yes."
"Why, he's a good man, isn't he? I'vealways beard people speak well of him."
,"That's just it. We could have wonhere this fall with anybody."—ChicagoRecord
-Herald.
Good Man Gone.Cholly—I say, old chap—is it truethat youah wife has—.r—eloped withyour valet?
Ferdy—Ya-as. Disgustlne isn't it?Cholly—Cheer up, me boy--don'ttake It to heart, y' know.
Ferdy—But, confound it, where amI to find another such valet?--Cleve-land Leader.
No Chance.
Friend—Going to convict that bur-glar?
. Prosecutor—It can't be done.
Friend—Why, the evidence seemsplain enough.
Prosecutor—Yes; but the house he
robbed Mail occupied by the presidentof a itte insurance company.—Chicagogun.
The Only Hope.
Mrs. Whoopler—lou -tell me, HerrVogieschnitzel, that my daughter canaever become a singer! Is there no hopefor her?
Herr VageIschnitzel—Vell, mataneyou inighdt put her on a diet of Canary-seed, alretty, undt see vat dot. vill do mither.—Pack.
Always the Contrary.Sharp—What do you think of Gaylordfrom a moral point of view?
Bient—Well, I don't know muchabout him, but his wife says he is posi-tively wicked.
Shane—Huh! In that case he must bean angel.—Chicago, Daily News.
Principles of Medicine.Eseulaplus was loundieg the scienceof medicine.
"Boys," he observed, "are only sickon school days, while the relatives ofcooke are always ill on holidays."With this simple aziom.he entered onhis practice.—N. Y. Sun.
That's Different.
"So," said the tourist, "you don't likeit in the wheat belt?"
"Nossir," replied the tramp. "Work 11too hard ter get—"
"Eh?"
"--erway from."—Chicago Sea.
After Worms.
"NV hy did you fly down so close to that
man reading on the bench?" asked themother robin of her offspring.
"Somebody told me it was a book-
worm," replied the hungry young bird.
—Yonkers Statesman.
Combination Changed.
Patience—I thought you said Will hadthe key to your heart?
Patrice—So he had; but since mist allthose men at the beach, thie summer, Ithink he's lost the combination.—Yonk-ers Statesman.
Clever Scheme.
Mrs. Teller—Mrs. DeSplurge told methat the new residence they're build-ing has live entrances
Mr. Teller—Well, when the wolf ar-rives that'll keep him guessing forawhile.—Puck.
• THE BRIDE'S TASK.
Mr. Justwed—Now that vie•are mar-ried, dear, you have a seriotre task beforeyou.,
Mrs Justwed—What's that, George?Mr. Justned—You must prove to myslaters that you are worthy of me.—To-peke State Journal.
Worse Still.
Some sigh for days that are no more.
• But not for them do I lament:The ones I regret are those1 Which come too often, likelthe rent.
—N. Y. gun.
The Straight Tip.Talkative Individual—Waiter! Andhow is it, then, that you're not allowedto take tips?, Eh?
Waiter —Customers object, sirr
,
Accounted For.Landladr-I, think very highly ofthese eggs.
Starboard- Ah, heirlooms in yourv
 
letel neeeszarv ad n will halo. to he family?-14-rade
Mrs r. Whztesideit. cseetonath,
tveelVi Broadway; Phones, Old 1431.
cw, 761. •
1 . , Her Point of View.• Husband--When It comes to moneymatters two heads are better than one.i Wife—Yee, they 'weld. wear morehats—N, Y..11,11:
HUNGRY DREAM OF FOOD.
Explorers- in the Antarctic Tell
Strange &torten of Their
Experience.
"Food dreams," superinduced by ex.treme hunger and the difficulties that
attend the advent of Morpheus in theAntarctic regions, are very intereetins
reading, and from the account of thevoyage of the Discovery to the Ant-arctic is extracted the following data:
"In the journey to the south, inwhich we were absent three monthsfrom the strip," says Edward A. Wil-son, M. B., writing In the BritishMedical Journal, "our food allowancewas for some six weeks a bare poundand a half to each man daily. On thisallowance hunger never left us andsleep was much disturbed by disap-pointing food drew:a—sirloins of beefand steaming e..tdrona of cabbage andpotato, bat: suppers, stuffed turkeysand splendid hams, and waiters dyingaround with plates full for everybodyelse, but, shout- as one might, one
could not get attended to, and thenone awoke and remained awake Inone's sleeping bag for hours fromsheer hunger and healthy appetite, to
wait for a breakafst ot boiled rice andthe crumbs of one and a half biseuitsfried in the fat of a thin slice ofbacon.
"Then four hours' hauling on thesledges and a cold lunch of dried chipsof seal meat, eight lumps of sugar anda biscuit. Then three more hours ofhauling on the aledges or, worse AMof driving on the dogs, and a finalcamp for the night on a pannikin ofsoup made of pemmican and pea meal,with plenty of boiled tea water and afraction of a piece of chocolate. Asfor sleep in the lower temperaturesof the spring sledge journeys, It hihardly worth the name.
"The seamen used to wake in tiehiorning and swear they had beenawake all night, but my own experi-ence is the same as that of others,and it is this: One gets tato the rein-deer skin sleeping bag With no joyat all, for after a few days' sledgingthe accumulation of moisture from thecondensation of one's breath and fromthe snowdrift and from perspiratiosin one's clothing has filled the retiedeer hair with iron and rime and
made the leather hard and full offrozen wetness
"One crawls into this after freezIneone's fingers over changing socks andboots of reindeer skin—an absolutinecessity to prevent, the freezing osone's feet. Having drawn the Bogover, one's head and buttoned all thetoggles, so that as little air as pos.stele can get in or out, one beginito shiver one's self warm, a •businest
which occupies from an hour to ashour and a half or two hours; sometimes ft seems to occupy the wholenight. During the process the bag nogins to thaw, as well as one's various
xarme=.
Office phone as!, Reeidence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 204-45 Fraternity Building.
Henry's Aseptic
Cream for
Chaps
Henry's Aseptic Cream is thebest cure for chapped face lips
and hands. Wintry winds dry
up the natural moisture
of the skin. Henry's AsepticCream is a skin food that sup-plies just the right blood moist-
ure that is needed to make your
chapped skin soft and pliable.Made of the purest ingredients,it is neither sticky nor greasy
J. H. Oehlschlaeger
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63. ,
Rock, Rye .
and Honey
Compound
Not, a drink,' bet aSleasoriel4e Prep-
aration Aspecially adapted for cooghs
and colds accompanied by fever as in
La Gripp, etc.
it Very Palatable. •
1" 5eht and Si...Bottles .
BACON'S
DRUG STORES. .11°7t 
tk & Jackson Sta. pitons VI •f & Clay Us. phew
; Dr. B. B. Griffith
phones 24o at residenc. Office hours
7t0 9 a, en,; t to 3 p. m,7 tog p. in.
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phone 288 at the office, both
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 3•6 Broadway—Phone
Residence, thy Broadway.
Phone 149.
120
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOURNOY & REED coaches via Chattanooga and 'Wanta' arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 ce•
and St. Augustine 10 a. m. neday, without ohange. DiningRooms ro, ii and 12, C0113111bili Bidg serves all meals en route.
WYERS
see
FINE TRAINS
TO
Florida
via
Souther!' Rdilwa
and
Qum & Crescent Ito
PADUCAH. Elf.
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & 1152222§
 lap
Nort hFifth, Bath Phone 355.
Residence to4z Clay, Old Phone 169s
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
esez Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 32
Paducah, Kaistocky.
 40
H.T. Rivers,M. D.
OFFICE :so NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHCNKS
Residence 9011 Office au
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR,
LAWYERS.
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.New Phone 114. Old Phone
"Florida Limited '—Leaving Linn
ville at 8 a. tn. daily conseets
Danville, Ky., with solid brain
Pullman sleepers and vestibule
"Florida Special"—Leaving Lo
vine 7.45 p. ro., carries observatio
sleeper daily except Sunday, Louis
villp to St. Augustine, wittoute
change via Chattanooga and Atla
arriving at Jacksoneille at 8:3
m. and St. Augustine at to p. .sent day. Front Danville this in'Pond train of' drawing room sleepers,
composite car, obeervation car, rte.Dining car serves 111I meals en route.,
Via the "Land of the Sky"—Pulljlman sleeper leaves Louisville at 7:45p, m. daily, running through toKnoxville, where connection is madeat 9:35 a. m. with through steeperto Jacksonville, via Aitheville, Co-lumbia and Savannah, arriving atJacksonville at 9 a. m.' •
Whiter Tourist Tickets •
Good rettnning until May 31et, areriont en sale at low rates.
ANNOUNCEMtNIS
Illinois Centrdl R. R.
The Illinois Central maintains doe-ble dairy service, and operates theheft of mink with Dining Ctrs, Buf-fet
-Library - Cars, Chair Cars andSleeping, Cars, from Chicago, S.Louis, Cincinnati and Louisville
rcasi for reaching the ‘Vinter Tour-ist resorts of thy South, includingNew Orleans, Vicksburg.303. Gulfport, Miss., Hammond, La.Mardi Gras at New Orkarrs Feb.27, 'of., Gulfport is a Mexican guncoast ',escort having the new, fine
"Great Southern" Hotel. Regularammo steamship sailings from NewOrleans for Mexico. Central Ameri-ca, Pacoima, West Indies and Europe/Send or call for descriptive matterin regard to the above.
Havana Via New Ortega,.
Havana, Cuba, is beet reached vasthe Illinois Central through serviceto New Orleans and the new ocean.liner, twin-screw, nineteen knot
3 S. Prince Arthur
leaving NI b‘v Orleans. every Wednes-day at 4:oo p. m. and arriving at:Havana at sunrise Friday morning. 4Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.Daily Sleeping Car without changeChicago to Hot Springs, with. eon-neetions at Memphis from Cincinnatiand Louisville. 1.•Througif's "Dixie Flyerlr Sleeping."'"Car Line St. Louis to Jacksonvillesent% to New Orleans. The beetia-iaNasliville, Chattanooga and At-
tnta.. 
.
Mexico, California.
Special Tours of Mamie° andi Cali.forms via the Illinois. Central'. and:New Orleans under the auspices of'iRaymond & Whitcomb, will leave ,Chicago Fridays, Feb. 2nd and Feb.23rd, for Mexico and- California, the. ,last to include a seep
-over ..at NewOrleans foe the Mardi Gras. ,Fotiretrips made in special private vesti-bule treble' of fintest Pullmans, withdining ear service.- Faecineting trips.completo in 
-every:
Illinois Central' Weeklee Exetir-sions. td California. Exeuration carsthrong's to Los- Angeles. and San .Frans;tico as follows: Via New Or-leans and the Southern Routes evecry lateday (coat Chicago; every Tilesclaw 'Seim Cincinnati and Louievillevia iarnaha• and the Scenic Route ev-ery Wednesday freem, Chicago.tjfl Partiastiars concerning all ofthe above can be had of agents oftile Illinois Central and cobnectingAnee or ley ad'dressi'ng either of thetunlersignod.
H. T. Hessig. M. D.
Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone, wyo.
• "4.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones
Office boars 3 to zo
p. m. and 7 to 9 P. 111.
33,5
2. 111., 1 20
J. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLER
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWYERS
Rooms 1, a and 3 Register lkshi4ing, 52a 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts at tits
state. Both phones *a.
DR. R. E. HEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHOKE.NO. 444.
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.'
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
On Friday,' December Ist,-the fol-lowing changes in time of Southern
railway trains will become effective:
No, t, now leaving Louisville at7:4o a, m., will depart at 8 a. m.
No. 9, now leaving Louisville at3:50 Q. M., will depart at 3:35 rt. ro
No. a3, now leaving Louisville7:25 te. in., will depart at 7:15 p. in,
No. a4,' now leaving Lexington at6 p. in., wiN depart at 5:40 p. ca
No. 2, now leaving Lexingtate at5:3* p. in., will depart at 5 p. int
Corresponding changes "veal he
made at local .stations and passen-gers' intending to use these, trains
',boils, consult ticket agents. %or com-plete infor;matiress.
C. If. HUNGERFOWS‘ W. B. rit.
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Vegetated
Calomel
NEVER GRIPES NOR SALI-VATES. AIL DRUGGIST los.
Jos. 'Riggs, D. P. A., Cincinnati,
F. We. 'Harlow, D. P. A., Louis-rifle.
John..
phis., .
At. N. HANSON, P. T. M,
Chicago.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A.,
Chicago.
Scott, A. G. P. A., Merit
Variable Tours
Going via Asheville and "Land of'the 'Sky" and "Sapphire Clatintryh.and returning via Atlanta and Chat-tanooga or vice versa.
'F'4 the "Land of the 'Sky," "Winter Htarnes,". rather handsome&lustrated booklets, folders, rates, etc.,address any agent of the . SnuthernRailway or C. TT. Hitrrgerford, S.P. A., Louisville, Ky.; G. B. Allei,A. G. P. A .,• St. n, W CRisearson, .6. ,P. 
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OST ADISE.
BY BA RY PAIN.
Some time the man had seemed
asleep. Hu sat back in one cor-
1 the carriage, his eyes closed, the
! lip dropped, his slack fingers
hag in his lap the pipe that he
111•Unquished. Opposite tp him sat
l' lie, a shrunken woman with tightgat hair, and an anxious eye. Aswatched him and pursued the train
iest thoughts she now and the
k her head as if with disapproval.
woe naturally garrulous, but was
iiDing herself. As
 a girl she
Iii3
n rather pretty than not; none
have guessed it now.
,ddenly the man sat up and
illel his eyes; he tapped the howl
is pipe against his boot and be-
to refill IL
ou've had a nice sleep," said the
an
te man seemed in no hurry to an-
lie was staring blandly at the
., sliding country as the local train
Red and waddled on its slow way Co
"lea. It was not until his pipe was
hat he turned to her and told her
he had not been asleep at all.
jot been asleep?" she said, in •
. -pitched, aggrieved voice. "Well,
tl known that
. Why, I've been Par-
arly careful not to Sake you all
time."
hank you," said the man, without
ciithuslasm. "Look here," he contin-
ued, meditatively, "when I was first
—er--taken ill; and you had to iget me
signed up and, put away—"
"Now, George, please don't remind
ate," maid the little woman, with some
apbeerance of distress.
"If I don't mind being restladed you
reedn't," said the man, stolidly. "What
%.l want to know is when I was taken
III was I In any way violent? Did I
want to do murder to enyixxiy?"
"No; r fortunately we were spared
that. You didn't even try to break up
the furniture. So far as your doing
any harm was concerned. I might have
kept you at home all tbe time, oaly the
d .etor raid it wouldn't do. No; you4.
r
JI sat there smiling. You were a
llonalte. so you said. Ready yon
w e to write checks for 'awl; SUM I
might mention. And the things you
a...re going to buy—well, there was no
II tilt to them. You owned three gold
mines and I don't know what else. It
was perfectly horrible to listen to
you." -
"Was lir said the man slowly.
"Well It's all over now. I'm sitting in
a third smoker, going to the seaside
• on a fiver borrowed from my brother
Vesta didn't want to lend It. When
that's done I go back to work at two
quid • weak."
"Yea. •you kgriw what year primitive
Is well enough now. You're as sane
.as anybody. but think how awful it
y for me the
n." Once launched
n the subject of which she bad not 
o. 
wished to be reminded she seamed
.,„rather to like to dwell upon tt; post1
-
'''tly she would have welcomed any
le that gave her natural garrulityjrassa.
chance. "And that wasn't all I had
put up with." she continued. "Why
t one time you didn't know me--you
led me Dora"
"Did I?" the man asked with sag-
"Ton did indeed—and that set saes
' nor 20 times; and all your talk was
him bits of a poetry book. My sister
t. was there at the time; I'M sure I don't
know how should have got on with-
out her. She couldn't help hearing
What you were saying, and she asked
erne V yeti knew anybody of that name.
Of course I could tell her we did 
not
end that It was just your light-head-
edness. Never before nor since have
I known you to be so complimentarr
as you were then. You said things
about my eyes and hair that were quite
beyond the mark, and Carrie said it
made her shudder to listen to them.
Are you going to sleep again
George?"
The man had fallen wick Into his
former potation. "No," he said wearily.
4 4 -wouldn't be worth while. We shal
l
'be there in five minutes. What do y
ou
verunt to keep on about things for?"
"What?" said the wunian angrily. -I
do 'like that. Me keep on Indeed! "4
like to know which of us it was that
started on the subject. perhaps youll
tall me that."
The man remsJned with his eyes
closed, silent, ills face Impassive.
"No, you won't teil mc because you
derenit. You ilkx, perfectly well it
was you who' on it and against
ow. wieties. I 'know I told you tha
t I
listed to talk ahead It. Nstwithstan
d-
Hag whtdh I began to answer 
your
(remotions in a civil waf and get noth-
ing but abuse for sty trouble. The 
fact
Is that you're not grateful be :anybody
for anything. You're not gratefu
l to
your brother for this money tie's 
lent
us_ No; if mou were to meet Me ver
y
doctors thwt cured you you would
n't
4 say as much as a thank you."
For the first time the man sniffled.
"All right," he eald,•'11 dare say a wa
s
a bit unreasonable, it* true. t
o*. If I
met those declares I ebroultre't that*
them."
The train slowed Into the st
adaq.
The man rose alai lifted their sh
abby
luggage down from' the rag*. "No," 
he
added. speaking as If to thireself, '1
think I should kill them."
"'What's that?" taw woman asked
sharply.
"Iilever.mInd. IT re, catch's bold Ed
that hasket."—The Tatler.
Fatherly Adtrice.
Daughter—This ktano Is really
very owl., isn't It, papa?
Pa—Yea. by dear. •
"And as I mar y; I can take awn
we, caal r.
"CettalitlY. ' Id. but deal tell
saYalle- spoil your &mean;
. Y. Weskit - 1Aro,
•
RUST HAVE DIMPLES. IS A GRAND OLD 
RULER.
-
Raiser Franz Joaef, Emperor of Aus-
WOMAN'S BEAUTY IS NOT C071- 
tria and King of Hun-
PLETE WITHOUT THEM.
There Are Establishments That Make
a Specialty of Providing This
Now Fashionable
Feature.
"We are having an unprecedented call
(or dimples," said the beauty maker,
according to the New York Sun. "There
was a time when there was no demand
it all for them, but now we are kep
t
busy supplying them.
'Women flock into our establishment
demanding dimples, and each has her
own particular style. To the casual ob-
Server all dimples might seem alike, but
there is really great variety in them.
"Of all dimples that on the chin is the
most noticeable and beautiful. Once
span. a time it was the popular belief
that dimples were born. Nowadays we
know that they are acquired.
"They are like French waves and rale..
teeth. You can have them if you want
them. To make a cleft chin is quite a
difficult feat.
"You must out into the flesh with a
sharp knife until you have severed a
muscle_ When the chin heals there will
be a little dent or soar, and this makes
the dimple.
"A woman onee came to me in great
distress She had met with as accident
which had Inflicted a jagged cut in her
chin.
"'My good looks are ruined for life,'
she gasped, as she sank into a chair.
"I bound up her chin and assured her
that she would be all right In a few days.
"'You will be even better looking than
before.' I said to her.
"She smiled faintly and went away.
Two weeks later she returned. The
wound had healed and in its place there
was a very becoming scar, which took
the form of a dimple.
"'I am delighted,' said she, 'for I am a
thousand times better looking than I
was before.'
"It is the style now to have a dimpled,
gincers beseeching look; and it is tile
fashion to look rather grave instead of
arch. This gives the beauty makers a
stunt to. perform in the dimple line. but
Ite to date there have been many suc-
cesses and no casualties reported.
"In Paris they are making dimples by
electricity. They take an electric in-
etrumest and press It into the flesh
wfthout, however, breaking the skin.
Then they turn on the current.
'There is a mild shock. The7 re-
peat this again and again, always mak-
ing the dent deeper, until after a time
the flesh has formed a habit. There is
a dimple in the chin.
"This Is only useful for the chin, and
It would hardly work in the case of the
cheek, which is too hard to be treated in
this way.
"Where cites& dimples are desired
there is • more complicated process. We
begin by replacing lost teeth.
"After you have plumped out the face
you will discover that there are dimples
in the cheeks. Make your cheek,' plum;
ard somehow there will appear the
magic twinkling spots.
'"Ihere should be dimples on the handl
as well as on •the ('ce. ' To be allurina
hands must lie idly 'in your lap. The)
must be white and fat, and there must
be a ros of dimples along the knuckles
'They look more youthful if there art
to rings at all. Rings sonichow maks
the hands look old. They are like Mier)
and elaborate drees. They add to one's
lee.
"To be Inetty Yon muet have nice
teeth. They must be whit and eveni
and there must be no gold el iblee Then
you must have a pair Gf ver red lips.
"White lips mean a poor circulation
and narrow lips wean a b
and a hablt of coe'tpressit
You mutt have a fine,
dispositige
the mouth
oath skin.
Quite apart from the foolish praise
lavished upon monarchs for their
slightest acts, Bays Pearson's Maga-
zine, Kaiser Franz Josef, emperor of
Austria and king of Hungaly, ruler of
a dozen states and 20 peoples speaking
as many languages, is one of thee most
remarkable figures in the civilized
world to-day, by reason of hie great
age, his severe and simple life, the
tragedies of his family, and, above
all, the wonderful way he holds to-
gether the Warring ttetions within his
empire.
No other prince of the Hapsburg
house ever enjoyed such universal re-
spect and reverence, and whoever has
occasion to approach this "Grand Old
Man" among the monarchs of the
world is filled with enthusiasm for his
charm of manner, his democratic ap-
proachableness, his amazing frank-
ness and his sterling sense of justice.
This aged man, now nearly 75, works
ten hours a day and more at state and
military affairs, often contenting him-
self with a "quick lunch" brought to
him at the desk in his study. Franz
Josef to-day remains the same early
riser he was in the days of his youth,
and summer and winter rises from his
little iron bedstead at the early how
at half-past four. His toilet—bath-
ing, shaving and dressing—never
takes him longer than half an hour;
and as the emperor does not care for
civilian dress, he usually dons the
uniform ofh colonel of one of his own
regiments. On his frequent shooting
expeditions, however, he wears the
coarse dress of Alpine Austria; and in
his study he appears In a short mili-
tary cloak, with a peakless soldier's
cap.
Every act of this remarkable old
man's life is conducted with military
precision. On the very stroke of five
his breakfast—a cup of coffee, some
cold :neat, and rolls—Is brought him;
before six he is in his study.
A casual glance might lead one to
think this was a cozy sitting-room,
with its dainty pictures, framed photo-
graphs and charming furniture; bu
t
the big welting table in the win
dow,
the bookshelves and the litter of
newspaper cuttings on tables, chairi
and floor reveal the roota's true pu
t*.
pose.
Just above the empero‘s writing
table hangs a portrait of his late ca
n.
sort. Empress Elizabeth, who 
wad
stabbed to the heart with a file by a
maniac anarchist in Geneva a 
few
years ago. Alas! this is but one of 
the
many dark tragedies that have o
ver-
shadowed the unfortunate house 
01
Hapsburg. In this study the empero
r
works uninterruptedly unti'. n
oon.
Bulky packets of papers and 
minis-
terial reports are read to hiete an
d so
carefully does be go through this 
wors
that he frequently pounces upo
n con-
tradictions between clauses, w
hich
have entirely escaped those who 
have
drafted the bill.
which can be °I.:riffled by,tregitiag the,
skin every night with a good ;kin food,
and you must have a pair of clear. soft
eyes.
"The eyeatetwe intiat be nIct.(if bite Is
to be good lookieg. and to make them
beautiful one must treat them every
night with an eyebrow grower. The
Japanese have very Wee eyebrows. but
they devote a great teal of time to them,
"The face should be slightly oval
'hayed, something like an egg. with the
email part of the egg at the chin. Look
at your face and see If It Is egg shaped.
"If It Is round you must reduce it a
little. If it is square you must maeiage
along the lines of the chin to take away
those square lines. If It is- long and nar-
row you mat plump it out.
'And don't forget that you must have
dimples. for dimples are the style this
year, and you cannot be a pretty woman '
without them."
Tips In Departnifent Stores.
The ti l ping evil is woe ing in New
York, despite the discussion aroused by
the new law aimed at purchasing agents.
The latest class to demand tips are clerks
in department stores. According to el,
experience, d shopper, the Woman odic
does not recognize and satisfy the Itch-
ing palm of the girl who waits on her
will obtalsi poor service In some stores.
Akin to this lithe store "graft" on which
many clerks figurd as a regular addition
to their income. This ie the change left
jeer from purchases at odd prices, such
as $1.48. air?. etc. Usually it only
amounts to two or three cents, but very
many persoss give the seller 11.60 or
wee, and go atm, without waiting for
the change. This often amounts to a
doasiderable sorn In the course of a day.
Sometimes. it even amounts to "white
money." as silver, is called, and adds
nonerially to the day's takings.
Christmas Cards..
.'Althowgh the first Christmas card
was made in•1844, very few were sent
till the year 1862. Then the fashion
Came fa of wilding cards the dm of
deltIng cards. !Seedbed simply Ittlth
ilref4ei Merry Okristst, 11,
HEAPING INSULT ON INJURY
Neighborly Borrowing Has It
s
Drawbacks as Is Hereby
Shown.
The Blanks, who lived on the third
boor, had quarreled with the. Dashes
who lived on the second. The un
fortunate affair had apparently ended
with the return of numerous househol
d
articles which the thrifty Mrs. Dash
had borrowed from the easy.
going Mrs. Blank. The list, however.
did not include a French drip coffee
pot and a sill: end:retie. and Mrs. Blank
Vowed she wiedd fief lower herself to
ask even for her own property, relates
the New Yore World.
Blank, being a man's man, kept out ef
the quarrel, thit Dasb being more or less
henpecked, WIS drawn into it by hie
wife.
The dther' night Blank came home to
And his wife in tessrp. •
"Wh-what do Vou think. James?
That horrid Mr. Dash c-cut me dead
to-day."
"Oht well, what do you care? lie
isn't ef orth noticing."
"It wasn't the cut, but the way he dld
it." sobbed his wife. "You see their
window opens on the air -shaft and you
can hear every word they say when
you are going downstairs. I heard Mr.
Dash say to his wife: 'Minnie, whose
umbrella is this?' I could not catch
her answer, but he added: 'Oh, well.
I'll take it anyhow. Mine's at the office:
"I had to stop and speak to the janitor
so air. Dash and I came face to face tio
the front steps, and he cut me—With my
own daughter's umbrella over his head
Hottest-This nerve—"
Artd"ber woes were expressed in a
!red outburst of sobs.
Town for Lawyer's Fee.
An old comrade of Private Da:eater
in Washington county. 0., sent for him
to try a case in 1870. The care was tried
in a country schoolhouse. The suit was
of such a sort that an adverse jedgment
would have put the defendant and his
wife and seven little children on the
road homeless and pennlices. Dalzell
happened to win the case. When the
justice of the peace announced the de-
cision the crowd rose and cheered, and
one bold fellow proposed they Would
build a town on the spot and call it
Dalzell, and it has been dote—one of
the handsomest little villages in Ohio.
Bespoken.
"No, thank you," said Ml's De
Mere. "I don't care to 'meet any new
young men."
"My!" exclaimed Miss °addle;
"you're select all of • sudden."
replied Miss De Yuri., glanc-
ing dreamily at her new ring; "I've
merely been *Wetted all of I sadden."
—Delayer Time& OOlo-o•••,... • ...ill
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POPULATION OF' RURAL NEW
YORK COUNTIES DECLINES. I
No Other State in the Union Shows
Such a Large Falling Oft in
This Respect—Some of
the Causes.
---
Twenty-one of the 61 counties of
New York had fewer inhabitants by
the census of 1900 than they had by
the census of 1890. These counties,'
which include one-half of the area of
the state, showed a falling off in ten
years ranging from a few hundreds ot
Inhabitants in some small counties, to
several thousands in some of the
larger ones.
Essex county, in northern New York,
for instance, declined from 33,000 to
30,700 in the ten years. Wayne coun-
ty, in western New Yorl5, famous for
apples and mint, declined from 49,700
to 48,600.
By many persons this decline in
population was attributed to the con-
tinuance between 1893 and 1897 of a
period of industrial hard times, the
general effect of which is to diminish
population in rural or semi-rural dis-
tricts. In such times, the demand for
employment being decreased and the
provision for public relief in farming
counties being small, the larger cities
are sought by needy persons, and these
conditions are reflected in the ensuing
census.
The years between 1900 and 1906
having been marked by prosperity and
abundance throughout the state, it
was supposed that the decline in pop-
ulation in interior counties would
cease, that some of the former loss
would be regained and that, perhaps,
improved conditions would be reflected
ia the census figures of this year,
which show the entire population of
New York to be more than 8,000,000,
an increase of 11 per cent, compared
with the census of five years ago.
Instead of this, however, the recent-
ly completed state census shows that
21 of the 61 counties have fewer in
habitants than they had five years
ago. Some of those which show the
largest decrease in five years are
Qhemung, which includes the city of
Elmira, heretofore one of the largest
manufacturing towns in the southern
tier, and Steuben, one of the most fer-
tile of the farming counties in the
same region. The falling off in Che-
mung in five years was 2,458, and in
eteuben 1,007.
Some of the counties of the state
which do not show a decline in five
years show at least very little gain.
One of these is Dutchess, which in-
cludes the city of Poughkeepsie, and
which is one of the best known of the
dairy and farming counties of the
state. Five years ago the population
was 81,670; this year it is 81,689—a
gain of 19 persons.
Delaware county, the chief distinc-
tion of which is that it includes more
prohibition territory than any other
county in New York, has increased
from 46,415 to 46,788 only dpring five
years of enormous stets groirth.
Among other counties which have
lost in population in the last five years
are Otsego, famed for hops; Oswego.
noted for starch and starch works;
Clinton, which includes the city of
Plattsburg; Schoharie; Cayuga, which
Includes the city of Ithaca; Greene,
which includes the city of Catskill;
Hamilton in the Adirondack', Fulton
and Madison counties in the interior,
and Wayne, which increases its agri-
cultural products every year, but con-
tinues to lose steadily* in population.
No other state of the country has so
large a proportion of counties which
are falling behind in population RP
New York, that is, none of the large!
states. .The cepianation of these
changes is found probably in the enor-
mous Intl ease in maataatduring inter-
ests.
In dvo years Schenectady has
Jumped from 46,000 to 71,000 popula-
tion, Ria:kland from 28,000 to 45,000,
Niagara from 74,000 to 84,000, and
Westchester from 184,000 to 228,000.
In 13 years. the population of New
York has increased 21 per cent., yet
one-third of the counties have fewer
inhabitants than they had 15 years
•
ago.
Squelched.
Many a traveler, who has looked
forward to a railroad journey as a
season when he. need not talk, will
sympathize with teis just triumph re-
corded in the London Globe.
He wanted to read, but the man op-
posite would persist in trying to talk
sh tile train moved swiftly along
After several brief replies the student
began to grow tired. "The grass is very
green, Isn't it?" said the would-be con-
versationalist, pleasantly.
"Yes," said the student. "Such a
change from the blue and red grass
we've been having lately!"
In the silence that followed he be-
gan another chapter.
The Chugs.
"Josia," asked Mrs. Chugwater, "how
do they work these voting machines?"
"They use ose of the cranks that
are always hanging around the polling
place," explained Mr. Chugwater, with
some irritation—Chicago Tribune.
Seemed to Know.
"What," asked the eall-browed pro-
fessor, "are the eneinipal by-products
)1 the steel industiy?"
"Carnegie libraries," promptly an-
swered the student from an interior
village.—Ohigage Daily News.
• Illutiband'e Recompense.
The Comanche Indians haves law that
Ifs buck runs away'w Rh aoothtrs squaw
the husbaed is to have all his property,
and msrital Infraction is mid to be rare
the tribe.
-••••••••••
TALE OF A " STUF FEW
"Yodel" "Stuffed" papers, for a living.
In case the reader does not understand
what, this art is, it will be explalued
that the "stuffing" of newspapers is
one of the most laborious branches of
work connected with the great Sunday
issues. The magazine, comic, want ad
and other sectiops of the Sunday pa-
per are printed earlier in. the week, and
from Thursday until Sunday morning
dozen's of hands are kept busy insert-
ing these parts into one harmonious
whole.
Even the latest type of presses c'
not perform this Class of work, which-
offers employment to niany newsboys
1Pg"
ZAPOTECA.N
PICTUEregCUE CER
TEHUANTEPEC
•
The "Fiesta'? Is an Affa.
Beauty--Brass Band a
ture of the pro-
. cession.
The Indians of the Isthmus of 'I 
ehuats
tepee are a race apart. Ethnol
ogists
say that the beauty of-the women 
of the
Zapotecan race, the Principal people of
the isthmus, is excelled only by 
the
women of the Samoan islands of the Pa
-
and inhabitants of "Newsboys' alley," 
cific, says Modern Mexico.
who earn as much as $18 In four days' 
The principal ornament of a wel
l
time. Of this class was "Yodel." 
dressed Zapotecan, aside from 
her
rings of various sorts, is 
her
a paper office, with the roar of the
Down in the subterranean depths of
worked this representative type of the 
! Nothing but American g
old is, necklace 
of American gold coins
giant presses reverberating in his earl 
_
ever used. British sovereigns. French,
"alley." at the surrounding 
tables I German and even the 
present small
three other "sieepouts" labored, and 
percentage of Mexican gold coin
s
while they labored they sang. One 
are all disdained, and American 
gold is
bought at a high premium in order 
that
it may adorn the necks of the be
lles of
the isthmian metropolis.
These coins are fastened toge
ther
with gold wires and chains, mak
ing a
very showy if not beautiful orn
ament.
Every centavo a woman can re
eve goes
into her store against the time when 
she
can buy another coin to add to her neck
-
lace. Half eagles and double eagles a
re
fastened together in this gorgeou
s
chaip, and the value of the decora
tion
ranges all the way from a single half
eagle, suspended or. a chain, to the great
cape of golden coins which belongs to 
a
famous Tehuantepec heiress and is
valued at about $3.000 gold.
The strangest anomaly, to civilised
eyes, of all this finery and the mone
y
that is invested in it, lies in the fact that
not one of the true Zapotecan women
.
will wear shoes. The foreign footwear
is a species of invasion and uncleanli-
ness that they will not endure. The re
-
straint and the undeniable unhealthi-
ness of slIc.es in a trop.c ccutatry have
all their share of blame. bet one can
-
not but think that It is mcst theancient
custom that has ccene down from long
ago that keeps them from it. The
Zapotecans are the cleanest people iti
the world, as a race, and the long lines
of bathers on each bank of every stream
of the isthmus of Tehuantepec, from
early dawn until nightfall, attests the
fact of their irreproachable cleanliness.
A Zapotecan wedding fiesta is a thing
of real beauty. The queer, low, hot
country churches are the scene of the
religious ceremony. After the wedding
the remarkable brass band, of which
every wedding fiesta must boast it least
one, beads the procession, and in their
white muslin suits, barefooted and be--
hatted with rough sombreros, the band-
men form their rough ranks and lead,
the wedding procession of bedollared
women and men in alpaca coats and big
silver and gold embroidered sombreros
through the narrow, dusty streets of the
city.
The procession makes its way to the
scene of the festivities, where under a
canopy of straw mats, and with mats
and rich grasses and flowers for wall
decorations, the dirt floor has been cov-
ered with deep gravel. and the band finds
Its place from which to discourse the
-
music for the dance. Here in the gravel
the ball goes on. An Indian adaptation
of the native Spanish dance. the "jotoe'
is a feature, and each vies with the other
day "Yodel" chimed in the choruses
and then started to yodel after the
fashion of the Swiss singers whom he
bad heard from the gallery seat of a
vaudeville theater.
High above the noises of the presses
his voice rang out and every one oi
the 50 "stuffers" stopped their ware
and stared at him in astonishment.
Then every one seemed to simultane-
ously start (hair hands to clapping
"Yodel" was the boy's name there
after.
"Big" Bill, the foreman of the
"stuffers," was the only on6 who di*
liked "Yodel." Something about the
lad's delicate face acted on his coarse
nature like a red rag waved in tin
face of a bull. In that room, where ev-
ery inmate hard an interesting stoles
of hes former life to tell, "Yodel" WaJ
instinctively recognized as having fal
ten from a higher estate.
"BIC Bill knew this, and the bo)
always irritated him. On a busy Sat-
urday afternoon "Yodel" had just fin
ished warbling with his birdlike vole,
when "Big" Bill stepped up to him.
"You want to cut that out!" he cried
"I've stood It six weeks an' I ain't go
in' to stand it any., longer. The bop
can't do their work while 'they're lis
tening to you. If you ever make that
noise, you call yodeling, again—I'll fire
you, asel"!.
"Yodel" did not reply to this tirade,
for he did not want to lose his pose
tion. But when the foreman had
walked away "Yodel" was surrounded
by a group of sympathizers.
"That fellow don't like me," he said.
"Why, my old man used to order
around dozens of fellows like him."
"What did you run away from home
for, 'Yodel?'" asked a sympathetic lis-
tener.
"I don't know. Just got tired of it,
guess;' answered the waif. "Had a
swell home up on Diversey street, but
I got tie 'bumming' habit an' drifted
to the alley."
"That's where Big Bill goes," said
another "stuffer," "up on Diversey
street to see his girl. I beard him
telling Johnson about it."
-"Diversey sitreet is along thorough-
fare." replied "Yodel," and the whole
crowd laughed.
Saturday night a press broke down
and delayed the "stuffers." Finally
when papers again began to appear on for an opportunity to dance with the
the table the boys were kept Ls/ bride. Then all the company join
working like fiends to get the mail edi- hands and dance about the bride and
Lion out. Nobody sang or whistled;
every one was laboring like a Trojan,
and no one noticed that "Big" Bill was
showing a group of friends the sights
of the "stuffing" room. "Yodel"
glanced at the party, and his face
paled, while his eyes glittered with ex-
citement, as he looked at the face of
a girl In the group.
"Now, watch the fun," he whispered
lo his right-hand feilow worker. "Yo- lug. Here the bridegroom stands as
del"' threw back his bead and caroled, host, driking with all his guests. who
Up, up—high above the noises of the offer him the most appropriate and hasp-
mailing room rose his silvery voice, propriate toastsWith a wish for hilAnd
and every one looked around In aston- his bride's future happiness.
ishment. The dance goes on for many dare
"Big" Bill's face turned red as fire, sometimes, and always lasts far intoand 
he hastened over to the boy, fol- each night. And It is not an uncommon
lowed by the rest of his friends, or dismaying circumstance to recognize
I 11 fire you!" he shouted. "I eold
you not to holler any more, didn't 1?
For two cents I'd throw you out the
door—"
But the newsboy was not listening
to "Big" Bill. Neither was the rest
of the group. The girl was staring at
"Yodel" and "Yoder was smilIng back
at her.
"Henry!" she screamed "Why,
Henry!"
"Hello, sister," said "Yodel." "Say,
do you go with this bik dub?' he
snorted defiantly. 4"I'11 come back
derival"
home if you'll vise to turn him
"You ought to have Seenjeig Bill,"
said "Yodel" the next dayrwhen, re-
splendent in a new suit of clothes, he
strolled back to the "alley," "Say, he
tried to square himself, but els' passed
him up. It was no go after what I told
her, Me? Oh, I'm going back to
school. No more stufliin' for mine."—
Chicago Record
-Herald.
Handicapped.
There was a slight gale and some talk
of shipwreck. '
"Well, if we go down," said the comet
drummer. "I can keep right on selling
straight fronts to the mermaids."
"No chance for business for me, how-
ever," declared the corpulent drummer.
"Why not?"
"I sell slippers."---Chicago Sun.
----
-
Possibly to Absorb Them.
Rodrick—There In certainly a num-
ber of blots on some of the big insut-
ance concerns these days.
Van Albert—By George, I wonder if
that is why the Minimum companies
give out go many blotters as advertise.
isente.--Chicago Daily News. ,
bridegroom, who stand In the middle or
the circle. Then the ring breaks, and.
meet in his turn,, still dancing, whirls is
to swing the bridegroom, then the bride,
and, courtesying, passes over to the
other side.
During the dancing refreshments,
consisting of drinks from those of the
ancient Zapotecans down to the most
modern, are served in the house adjoin-
later in the person of a manta rine la-
borer on one's place the haedsolbe
bridegroom of yesterday, who was so
resplendent In new alpaca and gorgeous
sombrero.
How the Turk Holds On,
The Turkish empire has been greatly
pared down in the last century, bet still
the Turks seem rooted In Constantino-
ple. The explanation of this awkward
fact is in a measure diplomatic and In a
mesteare racial If European diplomacy
is paralyzed by jealousies the Turks are
a strong people. Premed into a corner,
they fight with a skill and a fury which
recalls the achievements of their an-
cestors. They are a serious, earnest
race among peoples whose convictions
are not strong and mainly opportune.
The Turks feel their religion so deeply
that they are Willing to die for it. A
people who In this age are capable of
that sacrifice must be put out of Europe
by superior force.. Superior argument
will not do it.—Boston Transcript.
--
Couldn't Bunco Him.
"I've got a sure thing proposition to
make to you." said" the youngster pro-
moter, confidently.
! "Absolutely sure?" asked' the old
! millionaire..
I "No doubt about it."
( "Then keep it yourself, .My boy. Ishould hate to take anything like thatfrom you. I' would seem like rob-
! bery."— Detroit Free Press,
I It Cerukn't Be.
i Baeon—I know an old soldier wile
Inui lived for years with a bill in the
vicinity of his nose.
' Bgbert—I'll bet It Idol a sairilt-lialtf
I 
--Tankers etateenzai, oft...4o. a...4o I
WAKE 1ABOLIT THE PEuPLETHE:- ICEN-WPCKY . 1 TELEPHONE 8.i .11tir. E. T..LIndy, the tobacco manile Capsule every 3o days
it perform its functions Clarksvi: Tenn., is in ths city.
. !FRIDAY NIGHT JANUARY 12 906
' of 
.
9 9
t• Mr.- Clartace Landrum was nere 
.-A t id liver throws the wholeOgiftent out of gear. Avoid this dis-
, arelattemeot of the ,ftmettun--d oi gang
ond you will be healthy. One BileCapon* every month does the work.
Manufactured only at
MTHERSONS
DRUG STORE.
THE REXALL STORE.
, FOURTH AND BROADWAY.
Wednesdayc orniagaI0, 5906,,
LOCAL isiLWS
-It is rumored that the republicanioaids are prepar,ing,to`introduce Or-dinances cutting eight men off the pobre force instead -eV giving eight more
soca then they now have.
-Parthena Katighan, aged 9 years.(bed of dropsy yesterday at 922 Camp
ia the
bell stricianixd wiU b.$ buried today
..;• .
-Yesterday morning early fire of
unknovie origin destroyed tb:: Comp-ton Bpathers establishment at Ea-tMetropolis, Ill. The loss is about$2,000, $700 insurance.
-Jonas Gabriel, the leatherwork.:rlocked * last week on account of
mental derangement, seems to have ;
recovered 1s senses and will shortlybe dismissed from jail. 
-Bessie Jacobs, of 1522 Trimbltt i.
street, is suffering from a broken left
arm, caused by being tripped up by a!playmate.
I. W. II. Pitcher yesterday re-
ceived_ word from Birmingham, Ala.,ilhat fhe night before there arrived
twin_ boys a tthe home of Mr. andMrs. H. E. Watts.-titter of whomtis daughter, being formerly MissEthel Pitcher.
The directors of the Chess, Check-er and Whist club tonight hold their
monthly meeting,
Jack Whitesidts alias "Three-Fin-gered Jack" who was converted dtir-log the First Baptist church revival,is preparing to start out on a lectur- Iing tour with stereopticon, depictingflee Life of Chrret from Cradle toCreici xon
ANOTHER GERMAN
COTILLION CLUB GIVES AN-OTHER DANCE NEXT MON-
-DAY EVENING-7'
1
Magazine Club Gathers TomorrowAfternoon With Miss Gould, of
West Clark Street.
The Cotillion club will give another 1,
•
german next Monday evening at thePalmer.
Mrs. Washington Entertains.
Tomorrow sifternoon' Mrs. I,. A..Washington will entertain at herborne on Broadway near ThirteenthStreet. complimentary to MesdamesGarrett an 'el and Miss Smith,of Princeton, who are visiting Mr.
and Mrs. W,iliam iftikbes, of Westfelfersoli street.
IP" itagasine Club. •
Tomorrow afternoon the .Magaziriz
club will meet with Miss FrancesGantt! 'at her ,h4mic on West Clark
yesterday fiorn Stnithland.
Mr. Milton Wallerstein -has re-turned to I..s military•academy nearChicago, Ill., after spending the holi-days with la s liarents, Mr. and, Mrs.I:lei-man Wz. !erstein.,
Mr Ardy Batter' leaves this1 " Jevening for i.os Angeles, Cal., whiletonyorrow e‘,:ning his tuco daughtersleave for the same place with Mr. 'andMrs. B. H. Scott, who go out to
visit their daughter Miss Julia, andtont Edward 'Scott. 4
Mks. E. S. Clark, of Henderson,Ky., is visiting ner brother, Dr, W:H.. Pitcher, of West Broadway. '
SIFT. Frank Earnhardt, of Benton,III.,tjzi. here attending circuit court.He is the beat:ierworker. A
. Mises ICa..ertne Powell and Mar-jorie Scott- .. ,,rxkly returned totheir college .......onticello, Ill.
Lawyer William Marble was inPrinceton yesterday on business.
Mlanager J. L. Meyers of the Mer-genthaler-Hoton lasiket factory, yes-terday returned from Chicago.
Mks. F.- D. Reader yesterday wentto Elkton, Ky., for a visit. 
•Mts. Penal Moore has gone toMemphis, Tenn.. after visiting her
mother, Mrs. F. D. Reader.
Mrs. James Sleeth and Miss Wil-liamette •Janes dent to Mayfield yes-terday to attend the Cooley
-Minter
wedding.
Mr. W. E. M. Glover and family
: ave gone to Cairo to reside.
Mr. L. A. Lagomailsino has re-turned. from Kankakeee, , Ill., wherehe accompanied his son John who
entered school there.
Ms. J. W. Irion and two girls ofDresden, Tenn.. have returned home
after visiting . the Jormer's parentsM. and Mrs. J. W. 3,11eGlathery.
. ;Captain J. W. Bush of SmithlandWas in the city yesterday.
Captain Jares Koger is
Lon • on business. ,
Mito, Cora Slaugh‘gr. ofii **Ating her lister, Mrs.
Jo , of Harrison street.
•N s. Hunter Hough, of Fayette.
Nfo . yesterdly rethriett• home after
visit'ng her parents,_:11r. and Xfvs.
George Wright.
Prof. Harry Gilbert went to May-field In play for ,„the Cooley-W5nter
A% Idding today. -
President D. (7.1111Mirne, of the
Eagle Flour Spar company of Living-
ston county, is in the city frorn
Wheeling, W. Va.
Mr. Robert Robins( the tailor, is
here from Jonesboro, Ark., where he
Is now located.
in St.
Murrai,
Charles
THE RIVERS
-This---afternabt ST3---O'clock the
Clyde gets away for the Tennessee
river.. Site comes back again Monday
night.
The steamer Kentucky will arrive
from the Ten" -u late tomor-
row night. At 5 -o'clock Saturday af-
ternoon she leaves on her return that
way.
This morning at 8 o'clock the steam
er Dick Bowler will leave for Cairo.Tonight about it o'clock sthe getsback on her return from that place.The Joe Fowler comes in todayfrom Evansville and leave* imme-diately on her retnrn that way.Yesterday the John S. Hopkinswent to Evansville. She comes backat am n tomorrow.
13tittorff 1,40'c:isnot 'in todayfrom Clarksville and leave right away
'for Nashville.
ilhe Peters Lee gets to Cincinnatinadevy and leaves there right, away onher return in this direction for Mem-phis..
The Rees Lee gets to Memphis to-night •and there until tomorrowiays sited. , afternoon bel'ore get:ing out on herreturn‘
 to Cincinnati. She and theMrs Sherrill Entertains. other Y...te boat both get here SundayThis afternoon - Mrs. . Clarence on their respective trips.
The Cairo paper yesterday morn-ing kaki that the night before Engi-neer Vollfe Davis was sleeping nearthe Halliday house when robbed ofa revolver and, $85 diamond ring byEd Besse', who was arrested. Thering had been pawned to SimonMicliely;n. formerly. of PadoCah, whoruns a pawnshop now at the Egyptiancity. .DaYis is well known here,being the engineer so badly scalded
Sherrill,f of. Fountain avenue, will en-tertain complimentary to Mesda.mesGarret and Williams and Miss Smith,
411 PripiCejos, who are guests of Mr.
and _Mrs. Wm. Iltighes.
-Large Crowd Out.
Despite the, cold welther a largecrowd was at the Trimble street Methodist ehtirch last evening bearingCharles Taggart. "The Man fromVermont " The affair Wac one of un- last stmuner; two days after hisastral delight, the entertainer proving brother was injured in the same man -to be a very ta'ffnted and versatile another boatman
Mrs. Riekc's Reception.
Mrs. Frank 1Y. Ricker of WestWashington street, entertains withreception the afternor*SIV Thursday,
• Jantunry igth. from 3 to 5 reeli4.
Delightful Ott theiritialt
The "picnic snuffler" at Grace Epis-
copal irburch parish house last night
was. attended by` several hundred bfthe congregation, and there had oneel the most pleasant and enjoyable
raeheringulifiXrdlinfOlVs. The memberg all their lunch* the
were heaped together and a big pie-
gift served. -e•ie ++4.ts.
.
• Special sale
Stages Yesterday.
Cairo-31.8. rising.
Chattanooga-.9J. falling •
Cincinnati-31 7. rising.
Itattleville---25.0, falling.rence-9.5, falling.
rising.
14.onisviile-1o.i, rising.
'Nft. Carmel-14.3, rising.
Nashville-144.7. risiatt,„ •Pittsburg-5.8,
Ila‘ is Island Dam -7.8, rising.
Louis--13.t;
 
falling.
Vernon-w25.o falling
Paducati-a5m,--rising.
Burnside-6A, rising,
•,/i/arthage---9.4. sratlding
• Sas!), Sospll Snaptif
2.5e {fir loc. Sold' tzth.rice a.pd lets ot?. t2eh414101. . and lilt*. ikl Sirk' at *the Market}louse. Jrak •
"A PLAY EVERY SOUTHERNER SHOULD SEE.'
t CLANSMAN"
By THOliAS DIXON, JR.From His Two Famous Novels, "THE CLANSMAN" and"THE LEOPARD'S SPOTS."
A Thrilling Story of the KU KLUX KLAN.Stupendous Dramatic SpectacleSpecial Metropolitan Cast-es Peopls-A Small Army of Supernumeries-Beautiful &oak Effects and Several Horses.
PRICES: ENT= ORCHESTRA #1.50FIRST FIVE ROWS BALCONY 
 
 1111.00BALAWB OF BALCONY , 
 
 750ENTIRIr VAIL LBW. 
 50t
. Free List Entirely SuspendedSEATS ON SALE THURSDAY 9 A. M.DIRECTION SOUTHERN AMUSEMENT COMPANYGEORGE H. BRENNAN, Manager.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONT 548.
Saturday Matinee and Night, Jan.13, 1906.By Special Arrangements with
The Augustin Daly Estate
MR.. JOHN C. FISHER
Presents England and America's best and most populate
--,-COMIC OPERA SUCCESS—
T
ORIGINAL PRODUCTION
Numbers---24
Everything New But the NameDirect from its Fourth Engagement at Daly's Theatre, New York,
WITH ANEXCELLENT CAST OF BROADWAY FAVORITES AND LARGESINGING CHORUS OF so PEOPLE.GORGEOUSLY GOWNED, MAGNIFICENTLY PRESENTED,With New Scenery and Brilliant Electric Effects.Seats on sale Friday at s9 a. m. PRICES: Matinee fir oo, 75. 50, 25.PRICES night, Si.5o,$i, 75, 5s, 25.
Fide lettuce for sale; tencle-, crispand 'cheap. Oak Grove • greenhouse.Porteous trOs.
POPULAR WANTS
WANTED-Furnished roorn, cen-trally located, modern conveniences.Address X. Y. Z., lock box D.
WANTED-Two boys with wheels.
Hustlers only need apply. AmericanDistrict Telegraph Co., 2o9 Broad-
way- •
FOR RENT----Six-room cottage,No. 1623 Broadway. Apply at Reg-ister office.
FOR 'RENT-"The Inn" property
on North Seventh between Madison
and Monroe. Apply Dr. J. G. Brooks.
FOR RENT---,Five-room cottage,
modern improvements, bath, electriclights, at 1036 Madison street. ,.Ap-ply to Dr. P. II. Stewart.
AN....
EDISON
STANDARD
PHONOGRAPH
Will bring pleasure to your
home during the long winter
evenings They are playing
now at our store Come in
and hear them. Then you'll
Want one. Big selection of
records.
Warren &Warrern
Jewelers
403 Broadway
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR. NOSE AND
THROAT. ••••
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 IMel; 4.Columbia Building.
Phone to.41-r-Aed•
Paducah Transfer Co pa
(Incorporated.) '
General Cartage Blisinez;s,
Superior Facilities for )ifice
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Wm.And Household Goods. Both 'Phi•n-z.
P.O. Fitzpatrick,. Supt.
Abram L. Weil & C
FIRE INSURANCE
Accidtnt, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369,
- • Re9idence Phone 7
For Vaults, MOnuments and 0 eneral Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE (TELL' AIM MARKET for Monumental andBuilding porpoises. as it CHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-URE AND THEN RETAINS 'IS WHITENESS; does net be-come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT rr :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Wo
SOLE AGENT, 5609 TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
tiolgo.Norle3-[1ilttR.
THE THREE LATEST GAS LAMPS THEY SAVE GAS 
.,
THEY SAVE YOUR EYES. - ON DISPLAY AT OURROOMS
YORCELA. ENAMEL CLEANSER, IS A WONDER.
Ed D. Hannan
STEAM FITTING. PLUMBING.Both Phones 201. 132 South F ourth St., 325 Kentucky Avenue.
1 THE KENTUCKYTELEPHONE 548.MATINEE AND NIGHT;Wednesday,JAN.I0
Milton and Sargent Aborn
Present
Anna Haire Magnificent Production,
"THE LITTLE
DUCHESS"
wrril
COUNTESS OLGA .VON MATZ-
FELDT.
Reginald DeKovens minis% with
terpolations. Harry B. Smith'sbook, revised and 4111bigenated, Art 
Held's production,Wirborated.
Complete with Feminint BeautyCatchy Music, Spectacular C
tunics and Scenic Splendor
GREAT COMEDY CAST AND BI
BEAUTY CHORUS.
A Combination of mirth, music, beautr and a gorgeous fashion show
.of stturing Parisian Gowns.
PRICES:
Matinee-First 12 rows orchestra ItBalance of orchestra 75Entire balcony 
 50CChildren, anywhere 23c
• the Buffet
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
41,
C. Grayr_Proprietor.
-2FINE atm WINES AND WHISKIES.Everything seasonable in the eatable line served to order. Afine noonday lunch for as cell"...
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Audit II,' Adjusting, Opening
or Closing :if ks. Shortest andSimplest Methods. Apply to
JOHN D. SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant, 118 Fraternity Bldg.
THE GLOBE BANK SL TRUST CO
1ED 01 Paductst.h, Kenbuckly.Capital /and Surplus' $1515,QcbckiP. NOBLE, PRES. 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. pRza.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4Night Prices: 25, 35, 50, 75, and i Per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety bozos in firs
Seats on sale Tuesday at 9 a •m. ,1
proof vault for rent at $3 to leo per year as to sire. You awry pear ownNOTICE TO CUSTOMERS
and the Public.
1
 
Paducah' KY' Jan' 6' 1906' 4“1444.4,44•40~.46.1.44 0.14444.44.144.4044440**444
Owittx to the increase in price of
key and no one but, yourself has access.
material. labor and incidental eat-
•
penses, we have found that our prdf-its in business have fallen very low
for the past year, and beginning Jan.
isti:, goo6, we. the undersigned horse
short's, will charge a plight increase
poices for sit-6ering horses, viz:
For 4 plain shoes, $t .20 up to and
including No. 4 shoes.
For 4 toed shoes, $t.4o. and up tek
and includfrig No. 4 shoes.
A. W: GREIF.
C. r. 13AILLOWE.,
JOI11,1 V. GREIF.
S. T. WOOTAN.
J. E. MORGAN:
J. 1.. T'UTNAM.
W PARKER
,HENRY GREIF.
IT: fI„,441,1T,IN.
W.
"r F.. M. HANS,EN.
J? E. COULSON,
...P LUMBING...
Steam and Not Water Heathy.
Phone 133. 529 BroaNay.
Subscribe For The Register
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